Welcome Everyone!
If you’re a returning attendee, thanks for choosing to
spend time with us again. If it’s your first time at TypeCon,
get ready for a wonderful program and time with a fantastic and supportive group of people here in Portland.
For the past couple of years, I have started my greeting
just like this. It still holds true. Each host city is filled with
fantastic people, the program always seems to get more
“wonderful-er,” and the attendees’ enthusiasm and kindness never abate—this truly is a great conference.
That said, things this year seem even more special. It’s the
Twentieth Anniversary of this conference, and for all of
the board and many of TypeCon’s fans, it’s a big deal for
this organization that started out as a small collection of
true type fanatics.
Our theme, our look, our message speaks to that. No
distractions… Xx. The theme, a subtle nod to upper/lower
letter specimens, a quirky display of Roman numerals, and
a more overt acknowledgment of women in our industry and the contributions they have made and will make
to our success. This matters. The simplicity of how we
portray ourselves is an attempt to call more attention to
the people surrounding us at the conference, their work,
their contributions, their humanness… it’s what makes our
industry unique and this conference special. All of us. This
matters.
As always, the presenters and workshop leaders this year,
who share their time and knowledge, comprise such an
outstanding array of people and topics. It’s humbling and
inspiring to see how each year’s conference evolves to
better reflect and represent the creative community we
operate in. Diversity in experience, diversity in message,
diversity in purpose. I encourage you all to embrace that
notion again this year and the years to come. We are all
one community that branches off and inspires so many
more. This is cause for celebration.
Everyone at this conference — those behind it, those
attending it — is responsible for making TypeCon what
it is. On behalf of the SOTA Board of Directors, I’d like to
extend a heartfelt thank you to each and every volunteer, organization, company, sponsor, collaborator, and
attendee for the generosity of time, enthusiasm, and
support.
Let’s enjoy the conference and have a great time!
Neil Summerour, Chair
Board of Directors
The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA)
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PROGRAM
OVERVIEW

Wednesday, August 1st
Workshops & Events
9:00 am – 4:30 pm
FULL-DAY WORKSHOPS
Color & Composition Day One
John Downer
Location: PNCA
Hand Lettering with the Folded Pen
Cora Pearl
Location: PNCA
Font Writing: Learn to Write Typeface Descriptions That Sell
Joshua Farmer
Location: PNCA
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOP: MORNING
FontLab VI for FontLab Studio 5 Users
Thomas Phinney
Location: PNCA
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOPS: AFTERNOON
Create a Variable Font Animation in Glyphs
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer & Georg Seifert
Location: PNCA
Explorations in Typography
Carolina de Bartolo
Location: PNCA
5:00 pm – 8:00 pm
EVENT
Portland Lettering Crawl
Co-hosted by Jolby & Friends, Scout Books & Baerlic Brewing
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Thursday, August 2nd
Workshops & Events
9:00 am – 4:30 pm
FULL-DAY WORKSHOPS
Color & Composition Day Two
John Downer
Location: PNCA
Intro to Type Design for Complete Beginners
Joana Correia
Location: PNCA
Hebrew Writing
Meir Sadan
Location: PNCA
Lettering with Ruling and Folded Pens
Katherine Malmsten
Location: PNCA
Time Traveling Typophiles Alliance
Agnes Barton-Sabo
Location: PNCA
Bold Faces & Good Wood — A Lesson in
Letterpress Typography
Bill Moran & Jim Moran
Location: Working Library
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOP: MORNING

ㄱ to ㅎ: An Intro to Hangul Design
Aaron Bell
Location: PNCA

10:00 am – 1:00 pm
EVENT
Urban Lettering Walk with Paul Shaw
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOP: AFTERNOON
Unrepentant Uncials
Grendl Löfkvist
Location: PNCA
7:00 pm – 8:30 pm
SPECIAL PRESENTATION
Gemma O’Brien
Presented by the Type Directors Club
Location: Grand Ballroom, Hilton Portland Downtown
8:45 pm – 11:00 pm
EVENT
The Afterparty
Co-hosted by Future Fonts and Graphic Means
Location: 2500 Northeast Sandy Boulevard
8:30 pm – 10:00 pm
EVENT
Electric Letterland: A Walking Tour of
Downtown Portland’s Historic Neon Signs
Kate Widdows, Randall Ann Homan & Al Barna

Program Overview
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Thursday, August 2nd
Type & Design Education Forum
8:30 am

Continental Breakfast

9:00 am

Opening Remarks

9:05 am

Lasting Influence: Claudia Röschmann
Patrick Gosnell

9:25 am

Structure & Substance
Matthew Edgar

9:45 am

A History of Typography: Connotation, Denotation,
and Context
Perrin Stamatis

10:05 am

Addressing Literacy Problems Through Typography
Renée Seward

10:25 am

Type as Music
Sang-Duck Seo

10:45 am

Q&A

11:00 am

Coffee Break

11:20 am

Coaxing a Thesis Topic
Lauren Meranda

11:40 am

Similarly Different: Cultures of Collaboration
Oswin Tickler & Briar Levit

12:00 pm

West Meets East: Exploration in Cross-cultural Branding
Yvonne Cao

12:20 pm

Q&A

12:30 pm

Lunch Break

2:00 pm

Rebranding Small Businesses in the Face of
Community Gentrification
Jan Ballard

2:20 pm

Combining Type + Image / Interpreting Constitutional
Amendments
Annabelle Gould

2:50 pm

“Removing” Typography from a Curriculum
Michael Kelly

3:10 pm

Testing in Type Design Education
Graham Bradley

3:30 pm

Q&A

3:40 pm

Coffee Break

4:00 pm

From Characters to Page Systems in Upper & lower case
Michael Stinson & Emily Atwood

4:20 pm

The Role of Hand-Lettering in a Contemporary
Design Curriculum
Meaghan Dee

4:40 pm

Typography with Digital Fabrication
Taekyeom Lee

5:00 pm

Building Modular Alphabets on the Press
Richard Kegler

5:20 pm

Q&A

5:30 pm

Closing Remarks
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Friday, August 3rd
Main Program
9:00 am

Continental Breakfast

9:30 am

Opening Remarks
State of the Union

9:50 am

Type Gallery Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open

9:50 am

#FontsMadebyWomen: A Look Into the Typefaces
Created and Developed by Women at Hallmark
Lila Symons

10:10 am

FEMINAE: Typographic Voices of Women, by Women
Gloria Kondrup

10:30 am

Neon: Letters from the Night Sky
Randall Ann Homan & Al Barna

10:50 am

London’s Hidden Typographic Archives
Glenn Fleishman

11:10 am

Coffee Break
Compliments of Frere-Jones Type

11:40 am

Keynote Presentation
Louise Fili

12:30 pm

Lunch Break

2:20 pm

Renaissance Wood Type & The Grammar of Ornament
Bill Moran & Jim Moran

2:40 pm

Hello My Name Is… Most Likely Not Futura (A
Letterpress Adventure in Metal Type Identification)
Amy Redmond

3:00 pm

Typographic + Printing Renegades
Nancy Bernardo

3:20 pm

Social Impact and Type in the Built Environment
Kathy Fry

3:40 pm

Coffee Break
Compliments of Adobe Typekit

4:10 pm

Ten Thousand Original Copies
Kris Sowersby

4:30 pm

Titles in Translation
Aaron Bell, Jess McCarty & Erin McLaughlin

4:50 pm

Industrial Chimney Lettering
Craig Welsh

5:10 pm

Catalyst Award Presentation

5:30 pm

Special Presentation
Jessica Hische

Evening Event
6:30 pm

The SOTA Spacebar
Sponsored by Adobe Typekit
Location: Skyline Level, 23rd Floor
Hilton Portland Downtown

Program Overview
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Saturday, August 4th
Main Program
9:00 am

Continental Breakfast

9:30 am

Type Gallery Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open

9:30 am

Language, Culture, Emoji
Paul D. Hunt

9:50 am

Results of the 2018 Font Purchasing Habits Survey
Mary Catherine Pflug

10:10 am

The Visible Invisibility of Words
Jean François Porchez

10:30 am

It’s Okay to Make Mitsakes
Travis Kochel & Lizy Gershenzon

10:50 am

Status Quo of the Font Industry in China
Qiu Yin & Ming Wei

11:10 am

Coffee Break
Compliments of MyFonts

11:00 am

Museum of Metal Typography Open House
Location: 8900 NE Vancouver Way

11:40 am

Keynote Presentation
Nina Stössinger

12:30 pm

Lunch Break

2:20 pm

Heavy Metal Type
Sergio Trujillo

2:40 pm

Hoitech
Underware

3:00 pm

Reviving a Calligraphy Hand
Lynne Yun

3:20 pm

Practice Makes (Im)Perfect
Cassie Hester

3:40 pm

Coffee Break
Compliments of Typostrophe

4:10 pm

Once Upon a Time in the Hop Garden
Karel Haloun

4:30 pm

Typography in Exhibition Design: Designing,
Typesetting, and Producing Type for Museums
Irina Koryagina

4:50 pm

Writing Systems of the World: What the ▯▯▯▯ is
going on?
Zachary Scheuren

5:10 pm

Letters and Liquor: a Typographic History of Cocktails
Matthew Wyne

Evening Event
8:30 pm
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SOTA’s Night of Type
Location: Grand Ballroom, Hilton Portland Downtown

Program Overview

Sunday, August 5th
Main Program
9:00 am

Urban Lettering Walk with Paul Shaw

9:00 am

Continental Breakfast

9:30 am

Type Gallery Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open

9:30 am

Stop Being an Internet A**hole: Radical Ideas
for Winning Customers and Making Money in a
Crowded Marketplace
Jess McCarty

9:50 am

Textura: The Woven Word
Aoife Mooney

10:10 am

Font Bakery
Dave Crossland

10:30 am

Yes, But Can Variable Fonts Do This?
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer

10:50 am

Typography for Immersive, Mixed, and
Virtual Environments
Meaghan Dee

11:10 am

The Next Big Thing in Type?
Radek Sidun

11:30 am

Coffee Break

12:00 pm

Keynote Presentation
Lauren Hom

12:50 pm

Closing Remarks

2:00 pm

The 17th Annual Type Crit

Evening Event
7:00 pm

TypeCon × Tillamook × Tacos
Location: Tillamook Station, 665 N Tillamook Street

Program Overview
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WORKSHOPS
& EVENTS

Wednesday, August 1st
Taking place before the main conference program begins,
workshops will be held at the Pacific Northwest College
of Art unless otherwise noted. The PNCA campus is short
walk or light rail train ride from the conference hotel.
Directions will be provided to workshop attendees.
Full day workshops break for lunch from 12:00 pm
to 1:30 pm.
9:00 am – 4:30 pm
FULL-DAY WORKSHOPS
Color & Composition Day One
John Downer
Location: PNCA
Sign painting and poster design have long been practiced by professionals who understand the importance
of arranging prioritized copy effectively and assigning
color values expertly. This workshop will cover several of
the most accepted approaches to laying out lettering and
making it work chromatically. Among the topics covered will be color theory, basic color combinations, and
terminology.
Also taught, will be fundamental considerations for
arranging compositional elements for dynamic effect.
Students will be urged to explore various aspects of
elementary sign design and color value selection for the
sake of utilizing high, medium, and low contrast, as ways
of elegantly expressing a clear graphic message.
This is a two day workshop. Participants must be prepared
to attend both days.
Hand Lettering with the Folded Pen
Cora Pearl
Location: PNCA
The folded pen is a wonderful tool for hand lettering — it
is capable of making very thin hairline strokes as well as
thick dramatic strokes and a large range in between. Letters created with the folded pen feel dynamic and organic.
There are endless possibilities for its use. In this workshop
we will make a folded pen that we will use in class and
we will learn different styles of lettering that will help us
explore what this type of pen can do. This class is ideal
for graphic designers who would like to incorporate hand
lettering into their designs, for calligraphers who want
to explore some playful lettering styles, and for lovers
of hand lettering who want to learn to work with a new
writing tool.

Workshops & Events
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Font Writing: Learn to Write Typeface Descriptions
That Sell
Joshua Farmer
Location: PNCA
Congratulations, you’ve created an amazing typeface and
the hard part is done! Or is it?
This full-day hands-on/minds-on workshop will show you
how to market your work with words. It’ll give you the
what, why, and how of describing the font you’ve just
made to engage a font-buying audience. We will explore
everything from defining the overarching concept that
will guide your descriptive writing, to tapping into emotional power, and refining the details. We won’t neglect
the necessary stuff either, like good grammar and working
within restrictions. Bring a font design you want to write
about (recommended, not required) and you could walk
out of this workshop a market-ready happy camper!
In the first half of the day we’ll go wide with our discussion as we look at a case study, discuss writing theories,
and recount some stuff from Mr. Flufferbuckle’s composition class. Before actually writing three descriptions of
different lengths, students will interact with each other as
we complete at least one critique and create a description
together from scratch to demonstrate the process.
The second half of the day is reserved for going deep.
Writing is one thing; editing is quite another. Once everything’s on paper we’ll start the editing process so your
description doesn’t hit the reader still feeling like a brain
dump. We’ll talk about phrasing, cadence, word choice,
some editing pet peeves, and marketing-speak. Social
media? Yeah, we’ll discuss that too.
What other subjects will be covered? We’ll talk demographics and tone, philosophy and psychology, glyph
details, how-to-talk-about-another-grotesque-sans, and
a ton more. This fun and wide-ranging discussion and production workshop is designed to be a unique opportunity
for participants.
5:00 pm – 8:00 pm
EVENING EVENT
Portland Lettering Crawl
Location: Jolby & Friends, Scout Books & Baerlic Brewing
What’s a Lettering Crawl? Swing through three stops
filled with activities to get your creative juices flowin’,
grab some special swag, plus enjoy beverages and light
snacks. Get weird with Jolby & Friends at a Doodle
Night in their rad space, peek into the notebook-making
process at Scout Books (and stamp a few for the road!),
then grab a pint and start doodling with LetterPDX at
Baerlic Brewing.
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9:00 am – 12:00 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOP: MORNING
FontLab VI for FontLab Studio 5 Users
Thomas Phinney
Location: PNCA
Learn what is new in FontLab VI, what is different, how
your workflow can speed up with the new tools, and avoid
that “who moved my cheese?” feeling with this half-day
workshop.
Some likely highlights, plus things you ask for:
• How Shapes are better Components
• Rapid tool vs Pen tool: why use Rapid?
• Metrics and Kerning workflows
• How to use Power Nudge, Power Guides, Smart
Corners, Tunni Lines, and other new editing tools
• OpenType Variations support and workflow (replacing
Multiple Master features)
• Other workflow changes
1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOPS: AFTERNOON
Create a Variable Font Animation in Glyphs
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer & Georg Seifert
Location: PNCA
Learn how to set up a Variable Font in Glyphs — create,
customize, and juggle variation axes with masters and
virtual masters. In this workshop, join us in creating a
small animation in a multiple-axis font, and bringing it to
life with a little HTML and CSS. Learn which tricks and
which Python scripts can help you in the process. Bring
your MacBooks with the latest version of Glyphs 2.5, a
text editor (eg: BBEedit, SublimeText, or TextMate), and a
browser that supports Variable Fonts (eg: Chrome).
Explorations in Typography
Carolina de Bartolo
Location: PNCA
Master the art of fine typesetting in this workshop with
Carolina de Bartolo, author of the award-winning book
Explorations in Typography. Using examples from her
book, Carolina will show you how to attend to every typographic detail and wrangle your favorite typefaces into
the most beautiful, interesting, and readable pages. You’ll
learn how to create clear and harmonious typographic
hierarchy as well as how to combine typefaces like a pro.
Bring your laptop and the latest version of Adobe
InDesign. A signed copy of Explorations in Typography
will be available for purchase at a special price at this
workshop!

Workshops & Events
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Thursday, August 2nd
10:00 am – 1:00 pm
MORNING EVENT
Urban Lettering Walk with Paul Shaw
Join the entertaining Paul Shaw for one of two leisurely
walks through parts of Portland. The Thursday lettering
walk will be a near reprise of the one led by Shaw during
TypeCon2013. It will go from downtown Portland to the
Skidmore, Old Town, and Pearl District neighborhoods.
There will be ghost signs, old neon signs, late 19th century
“Artistic Lettering”, revived classical Roman capitals, Art
Deco and interwar sans serifs, and more.
Paul Shaw has been conducting urban lettering walks
since 2005 across the United States and in Canada. He
does two walks per year in New York City for the Type
Directors Club and has been leading walks for TypeCon for
13 years, including such cities as Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,
Denver, Los Angeles, Portland, and Seattle.
Sponsored by Legacy of Letters
9:00 am – 4:30 pm
FULL-DAY WORKSHOPS
Color & Composition Day Two
John Downer
Location: PNCA
Sign painting and poster design have long been practiced by professionals who understand the importance
of arranging prioritized copy effectively and assigning
color values expertly. This workshop will cover several
of the most accepted approaches to laying out lettering and making it work chromatically. Among the topics
covered will be color theory, basic color combinations,
and terminology.
Also taught, will be fundamental considerations for
arranging compositional elements for dynamic effect.
Students will be urged to explore various aspects of
elementary sign design and color value selection for the
sake of utilizing high, medium, and low contrast, as ways
of elegantly expressing a clear graphic message.
This is a two day workshop. Participants must be prepared
to attend both days.
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Intro to Type Design for Complete Beginners
Joana Correia
Location: PNCA
Take your first steps in type design by sketching simple
shapes, out of which you will develop a typeface. Turn
your ideas into cool letter shapes, and see your font come
to live on your screen!
Bring your MacBook with the trial version of the latest
Glyphs 2.5 preinstalled.
Hebrew Writing
Meir Sadan
Location: PNCA
This is an introductory workshop to Hebrew writing. The
fundamentals of the script, as well as the particulars of
how Hebrew letters are styled and formed, will be learned
by writing in an upright entry-level script, based on modern writing styles, using a broad pen.
Hebrew is a (relatively) simple script to learn and practice,
but has some unique typographic attributes, which will be
shown and discussed in the workshop.
No prior knowledge of Hebrew is required. This workshop
is perfect for type designers, calligraphers and aficionados looking to learn more about the Hebrew script.
Lettering with Ruling and Folded Pens
Katherine Malmsten
Location: PNCA
These pens allow the user to create lively, vigorous, and
spontaneous letterforms. If calligraphy is the dance of the
pen, then ruling pen letters are rock ‘n’ roll!
Originally used for drawing lines, we’ll trace how this tool
began to be used for lettering, and the styles we have
available today. Exercises will allow becoming more comfortable with the pens, what different fluids and papers
are used with them, and different grips and manipulation.
We’ll try letters we know, variations on those, and then try
some new letterforms, varying speed and movement for
different results.
Be prepared to get loose, go through lots of paper,
and search for that happy medium of “controlled
spontaneity”!
A supply list will be provided.

Workshops & Events
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Time Traveling Typophiles Alliance
Agnes Barton-Sabo
Location: PNCA
Greetings, fellow wanderers!
Let’s meet up in our secret hideout and worship at the
altar of Ye Olde Paper Ephemera. After studying magnificent specimens of times gone by, we shall combine our
letterlust and powers of penmanship to commence a forging frenzy! Our best and most preciously hoarded analog
design tools and supplies will be implemented to amass
a carefully crafted collection, commemorating a TypeCon
of a fictional past! Future researchers and/or our dastardly
nemeses will be amazed and confused by these false fragments documenting our historically impossible adventures. A sensational smorgasbord of ink, pens, stamps,
punches, typewriters, dry transfer lettering, stencils, and
sellotape awaits. Your comrades in the Distressing and
Degrading Department will help you artificially age your
creations in addition to providing some well-seasoned
Actual Old Pieces of Paper for your use. Give in to
memento mania! This dreamy design playground will only
exist for one day!
Bold Faces & Good Wood — A Lesson in Letterpress
Typography
Bill Moran & Jim Moran
Location: Working Library
Can you tell an Aetna from an Antique, or a Gothic from
a Grecian? Join the Moran brothers of Hamilton Wood
Type & Printing Museum for a day-long exploration of the
premier faces in Hamilton’s collection. Participants will
spend the day printing letterforms on press at Portland’s
premiere letterpress shop, Working Library. In this workshop you’ll print using a variety of fonts while exploring
the nuances of bracketing, terminals and other ornaments
that make up the lexicon of vintage wood type.
We’ll provide the presses, ink and type, you provide the
inspiration. At the end of the day you’ll have a suite of
sweet prints to take home and a working knowledge
of wood type classification. No printing experience is
necessary.
Participants must arrange their own transportation to
this workshop.
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9:00 am – 12:00 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOP: MORNING
ㄱ to ㅎ: An Intro to Hangul Design
Aaron Bell
Location: PNCA

Do you sometimes dream of ㅎ, or find yourself staring a
little too long at a wayward ㄹ? Have you wanted to try
your hand at designing Hangul, but have no idea where or
how to start? Then this is the workshop for you!
During this session, we will dive headfirst into the fascinating world of Korean type, both historical and modern.
You’ll learn about the rules that govern Hangul (and which
ones you can break!) and try your hand at your own Hangul letters. With lots of examples to look at, one-on-one
instruction, and critique, you will come away with everything you need to start your own journey toward Hangul
mastery.
Materials will be provided, but if you have favorite drawing or sketching tools, feel free to bring them! If you’d like
to digitize your work, please bring a laptop.

Workshops & Events
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1:30 pm – 4:30 pm
HALF-DAY WORKSHOP: AFTERNOON
Unrepentant Uncials
Grendl Löfkvist
Location: PNCA
Get medieval!
Who was St. Jerome and why did he have such a problem
with the Uncial script? Learn the truth (and more!) in
this half-day introductory calligraphy workshop led by
Grendl Löfkvist.
Cast off your hair shirt and pick up your pen! Send St.
Jerome running back to his ascetic cave as we indulge
in these luscious medieval letterforms. Practice using
the broad-edged pen and learn to write a basic Uncial
alphabet in this class appropriate for both novices and
seasoned scribes.
We will begin with a survey of historical exemplars, then
look at works by contemporary practitioners and discuss
the origins and evolution of the script.
Then we will examine the influence of tools and materials, variations in stroke width and letter height, spacing
issues, rhythm, pen angle, and ductus as we work our way
through the alphabet, putting ink on paper. The relationship between Uncial calligraphy and typefaces will also be
discussed.
Our practice will be facilitated by meditative Gregorian
Chant as we dip our pens into the Middle Ages. Tools and
materials will be provided.
Your instructor is a medievalist who practiced a variety
of blackletter scripts for years under master calligrapher
Ward Dunham. She has also taken courses with Sheila
Waters and Georgianna Greenwood. Her work has been
featured in Bound & Lettered and has been exhibited
nationally.
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7:00 pm – 8:30 pm
SPECIAL PRESENTATION
Gemma O’Brien
Presented by the Type Directors Club
Location: Grand Ballroom, Hilton Portland Downtown
Join us for an entertaining evening with talented Australian lettering artist and illustrator, Gemma O’Brien.
Reception to follow.
8:30 pm – 10:00 pm
EVENING EVENT
Electric Letterland: A Walking Tour of
Downtown Portland’s Historic Neon Signs
Portland’s historic neon gems are glowing typographic
treats, steeped in architectural significance and a playful,
pioneering spirit. Stretch your legs and walk with your
hosts — Kate Widdows, Randall Ann Homan, and Al Barna
— into the city’s magical nightscape, learn some local history, and see some awesome graphic design and lettering
in the form of colorful, gas-filled glass tubes. Photography
and lively Q&A are encouraged.
Be prepared to walk 2 miles for approximately 1 1/2 hours,
with a mid-tour rest stop. The tour starts just before twilight, rain or shine, as neon looks great on a rainy night. All
participants will receive a printed Neon Map of Portland,
a self-guided tour of the city’s neon treasures beyond the
downtown core.
8:45 pm – 11:00 pm
EVENING EVENT
The Afterparty
Co-hosted by Future Fonts and Graphic Means
Location: 2500 Northeast Sandy Boulevard
You’re invited to The Afterparty at Outlet. Get to know
some of Portland’s creative community, have some drinks,
good times, and enjoy a beautiful summer night on the
east side. Let’s hang!
Outlet is part illustration studio of Kate Bingaman-Burt,
part awesome courtyard, part zine-library, and part Risograph printing studio.

Workshops & Events
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EDUCATION
FORUM

Thursday, August 2nd
Type & Design Education Forum
As part of TypeCon2018, the Society of Typographic
Aficionados will be presenting its thirteenth annual Type
& Design Education Forum, a day of special programming
devoted to addressing the pressing needs of design educators. A continental breakfast and lunch is included with
your forum registration.
This year, we welcomed proposals on the following
themes:
• Past: Presentations describing the work and life of a
special teacher or mentor, and how this person has
been an influence on your own work and teaching. Who
is your unsung or well-known hero?
• Present: Presentations on innovative teaching in
typography and design.
• Future: Presentations on a thesis project by recent
or current graduate students describing the process
undertaken to acquire a topic as well as the method of
development of the thesis.
8:30 am
Continental Breakfast
9:00 am
Opening Remarks
9:05 am
Lasting Influence: Claudia Röschmann
Patrick Gosnell
It doesn’t take long for names like Massimo Vignelli or Erik
Spiekermann to come up when I’m teaching a typography
course. I love this moment; it gives me a chance to speak
to my students about their design heritage. I first explain
that it was my mentor from grad school who showed me
the seemingly limitless potential of studying, using, critiquing, and designing type. I then mention that she studied under Erik Speikermann — a teacher not known for
being an “easy A” — while earning her BFA and MA at the
Hochschule für Künste in Bremen. Next, I note her time
spent in New York, working for Vignelli Associates in the
late 90s and choosing from about a half-dozen “approved”
typefaces. Her name is Claudia Röschmann, and she is the
coordinator of the BFA Communication Design program
and the graduate advisor of the MFA program at Texas
State University in San Marcos, Texas. She is also the
biggest Type Nerd I know. My talk will pay tribute to the
lessons she instilled in me — through endless conversations about such things as the proper amount of tracking
to add to subheads set in small caps — and show how
those lessons continue to make an impact through my
own teaching practice.

Type & Design Education Forum
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9:25 am
Structure & Substance
Matthew Edgar
Shortly after completing my BA in Graphic Design in 1990
I travelled to London at the invitation of my then external examiner. He lived in Camden Town, North London,
a few doors down from the expressionist painter Frank
Auerbach. His name? Ken Garland. Through his design
practice, critical writing, and teaching, Garland has been a
continuing influence on my approach to teaching design
and typography. As I turn 50, Ken is entering his 90’s.
Garland has been a prominent visiting lecturer to the
course I lead at the Sheffield Institute of Arts. Alongside
my colleague Pam Bowman we have curated exhibitions
of his photography, writing and more recently his life in
collaboration with Unit Editions. For the past 5 years we
have been returning to his home and studio in Camden to
record interviews for a documentary we are making. The
conversations we have with Ken help connect history,
theory and practice for us. They inform our curriculum,
challenge our assumptions and transform our teaching
practice. The presentation will show extracts from the
interviews we have conducted, examples from the exhibitions we have curated and attempt to map Garland’s
considerable influence.
9:45 am
A History of Typography: Connotation, Denotation,
and Context
Perrin Stamatis
Viewers tend to regard all forms of artwork through a
cultural lens, within a social context and have an emotional response to it regardless of the creator’s intentions.
Designers tend to have specific intentions that drive the
development of their typographic work, or specific reasons why they select or specify type for a project — this
tends to come from a functional, formal and historical
perspective.
It is fascinating how both vantage points are true and
provide valuable ways to view typography. Non-designers
have become adept at “reading” meaning from the typefaces they see in this connotative manner. How might this
gap be bridged to reinforce the denotative side while not
losing the valid connotative experience.
In this presentation I’ll explore some experiences and
research that led to the development of a resource for
students and experienced designers alike. This resource
organizes historical information in a contextual manner
while emphasizing important relationships between
seemingly unrelated elements.
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10:05 am
Addressing Literacy Problems Through Typography
Renée Seward
“Researchers have discovered that a child’s memory for
words is not entirely or even principally rote but based
off of recognizing visual and auditory patterns in words
overtime.” (Moat 2007)
This presentation will share the ongoing research that
makes evident the visual and auditory pattern in words
through multi-sensory letterforms. It began as a thesis
project and has grown into active research in the development of typograpy and a reading application that teaches
early reading skills. It speculates on how multi-sensory
typography can address the core reading related issues in
dyslexia and at-risk readers — associating a letter name
with the letterform, mapping sounds onto symbols, learning to associate orthographic patterns with the sounds
they represent, recognizing an orthographic pattern as a
whole word. From the early thesis studies, the See Word
Reading® tool was developed, which is actively being used
in classrooms within the US and Singapore. The original
font studies created in the thesis will be discussed, and
then the evolution of the reading tool will be explained.
Lastly, a case study of the use of See Word Reading® in
schools and organizations like the YMCA Cincinnati,
Cincinnati Children Hospital, several public schools with
at-risk populations, and 5 bi-lingual schools in Singapore
will be shared.
10:25 am
Type as Music
Sang-Duck Seo
“Composing typography is like painting music” said Soo
Hostetler — artist, educator, and designer. This statement
was the most powerful inspiration for my first typography
studio in graduate school at Iowa State University in 2003.
Experimenting with kinetic typography is like listening to
music, which never gets tiresome or boring. Composing
typography is the same creatively as music composition
in time-based media. Kinetic typography is especially
conducive to interacting with music in space and time.
Since that first typography studio, I became a musical
typographer who experiments with the visual interpretation of human emotion, a tone of voice and storytelling through kinetic typography. Applying the musical
theory of typography, my approach to visual hierarchy is
like performing music. The process to interpret musical
narratives with type is a new discovery of visual music, in
which type appears as a connotative symbol in dynamic
tempo, rhythm, pitch, and harmony. This presentation will
discuss a design method of kinetic typography influenced
by musical theory.
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10:45 am
Q&A
11:00 am
Coffee Break
11:20 am
Coaxing a Thesis Topic
Lauren Meranda
As a conservative Christian college, Judson University is
a unique place for a design school. Most of the students
grew up in a strong religious culture where their opinions may have been largely derived from their parents or
church. However, college is generally a time where young
adults explore different perspectives and beliefs. In taking
over the senior proposal and project classes, the curriculum was reworked to encourage students to tap into their
own perspective and opinions. The aim was to empower
them to create culture, not just mimic it.
11:40 am
Similarly Different: Cultures of Collaboration
Oswin Tickler & Briar Levit
Similarly Different is an ongoing collaboration between
students in the Graphic Media Design course at London
College of Communication (UK) and Graphic Design
course at Portland State University (here in Portland,
Oregon). The project has been running since 2012/13. Each
summer both sets of students come together in London,
to work on briefs that explore a sense of location and cultural connection. The students work in groups and utilize
the college’s workshop facilities (letterpress, screen printing). Then Similarly Different culminates in exhibitions in
both London and Portland. This ongoing relationship also
led to a formal student exchange program being established between the two institutions this year.
This presentation will reflect on the project so far and
explore how it might develop further, building new relationships with other colleges and universities, in order
to learn from and influence both design and pedagogic
practice, for staff and students alike.
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12:00 pm
West Meets East: Exploration in Cross-cultural Branding
Yvonne Cao
When an American brand attempts to expand its market
overseas, it needs to translate the brand into the local
visual language in order for it to be understood by the
new market. Global Branding project is an interdisciplinary design assignment that examines sources, media
delivery systems and impact of globally conveyed information in different cultural contexts. In this project, we
teamed Graphic Design students with Strategic Communication graduate students to develop a multimedia
design campaign for an American brand that wants to
enter the Asian market. This collaboration put emphasis
on how global brands are communicated and positioned
to target Asian audiences — through marketing communications, including advertising, public relations, and
sales promotions, which was a relatively foreign concept
for most of our traditional design students. This talk
explains how the assignment engages students in cultural
research and analysis, and how they worked on overall
marketing strategy and visual brand translation, and websites, social media promotional pieces, E-newsletters, etc
for the business plans.
Presentation outline:
• Case studies of successful and unsuccessful crosscultural branding
• How cultural and contextual factors affect students’
creative decisions in their design process
• The collaboration experience between strategic communication students and graphic design students
Teaching students to approach problems by using collaborative and interpersonal skills provides them with durable
assets to better understand international audiences, colleagues, and perspectives. The proliferation and integration of first-hand cross-cultural experiences into design
curricula can result in innovation and knowledge sharing,
indicating synergistic properties in which the whole is
greater than the sum of the parts.
12:20 pm
Q&A
12:30 pm
Lunch Break
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2:00 pm
Rebranding Small Businesses in the Face of Community
Gentrification
Jan Ballard
A branding exercise challenges seniors to look at the
neighborhoods surrounding their university for small
businesses struggling to survive in the face of city gentrification. As upper income twenty year olds, the very
target market the reinvestment zone seeks, the university
students are tasked to create a rebranding proposal for
an existing small business. Students must locate a small
business by driving around the areas adjacent to the
university.
A city policy document of the Tax Increment Financing
district nearby is provided to the student. The students
research the detailed document authorized by the state
tax code by which local governments can publicly finance
needed structural improvements and enhanced infrastructure within a defined area called a reinvestment zone.
Streetscapes of urban villages are investigated to determine deliverables in logotype, signage, and consideration
of pedestrian viewing distances.
By this research, students distill large amounts of information and determine data needed for a design brief.
They become aware of the importance of visual deliverables in retail and environmental design proposals, and
they realize the power of design and rebranding in its role
in repositioning small businesses. The graduating designers reinforce the university mission statement by striving
to be an active member of their surrounding community,
and they leave a document for creating a thriving and
ethnically diversified environment.
2:20 pm
Combining Type + Image / Interpreting Constitutional
Amendments
Annabelle Gould
This talk will present an Advanced Typography assignment in which juniors from Visual Communication Design
and Interaction Design at the University of Washington
were asked to design a poster interpreting one of the
U.S. Constitutional Amendments. The assignment and
accompanying lectures focused on how typography acts
as a communication tool — both conceptually and visually. Students learned four basic methods, as outlined
in Type, Image, Message by Skolos + Wedell, for combining type and image. Process work and final projects will
be presented.
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2:50 pm
“Removing” Typography from a Curriculum
Michael Kelly
In the Fall of 2017, the Communications Design Department at Pratt Institute began the roll out of a revised curriculum, the result of at least seven years of consideration
and three years of very focused development. During the
years preceding the roll out — and even as it has commenced — one of the concerns voiced was the “lack of
typography” or “removal of typography” from it. Of course,
this was merely a matter of nomenclature. Typography
was expected to be considered and integrated in almost
every core course, factored in to those centered on or
including research, cross-platform design, information
design and environmental design.
For a department as large as this, and one that includes
concentrations in Graphic Design, Illustration and Advertising, this presented and will continue to present distinct
challenges. As both a faculty member and administrator
who has helped craft the curriculum, oversee its roll out
and now taught one of the individual courses, I have examined this process from several angles, and as part of that
investigation have also worked to integrate this thinking
into the ‘old’ courses being phased out of the curriculum.
It remains a work in progress.
3:10 pm
Testing in Type Design Education
Graham Bradley
In my typeface design class at Type@Cooper West, I test
my students. These tests evaluate the ability to systematically design type, gauging each student’s success at
detecting errors in the drawing and spacing of letters.
The questions mirror the actual type design process as
accurately as possible in that they ask students to answer
the questions in the same manner that they are taught to
work on their typefaces. Python scripts were written to
create the visuals, and performance is tracked over time.
The results of these weekly tests inform my teaching in
many ways. They help to ensure that what the students
are learning as they work on their projects is generalizable to other type styles. They inform the way I critique
work, because I know which areas each student needs
help in. Most importantly, they give both me and my
students a sense of their progress and development as
type designers.
In this presentation, I will discuss the goals that led to the
implementation of testing, talk about the concepts that
inform the structure of the test questions, show many
examples, and draw conclusions about what teachers can
(and cannot) learn from testing as part of type design
education.
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3:30 pm
Q&A
3:40 pm
Coffee Break
4:00 pm
From Characters to Page Systems in Upper & lower case
Michael Stinson & Emily Atwood
Originally launched in 1970, the publication U&lc (Upper
and lower case) was an inspirational voice in graphic
design and letterform experimentation. Nowadays, the
magazine creates the perfect challenge for intermediate typography students to work with multiple aspects
of macro and microtypography. At the Laguna College
of Art + Design, typography students letter and typeset
original content into fresh expressions to create a new
U&lc that reflects their generation. Michael and his former
student Emily will share some of the inspiring work and
surprising results.
4:20 pm
The Role of Hand-Lettering in a Contemporary
Design Curriculum
Meaghan Dee
In Visual Communication Design at Virginia Tech, the program is pivoting toward interaction and web design—and
the University, on the whole, is technology-driven and
focused on interdisciplinary collaboration. In this atmosphere, what role does hand-lettering play in a contemporary design curriculum?
Over the past decade, the design industry (and Pinterest,
Etsy, and Instagram) has seen a resurgence of calligraphy
and hand-lettering. Additionally, the field of type design
has had a spike of lettering inspired faces. This is, in part,
a reaction to how much time people now spend in the
digital realm. Lettering brings a “human” touch to cold
glass interfaces. While there is certainly benefit in teaching students how to hand-letter and express themselves
through it—the role of educators, who teach lettering and
calligraphy, should not just teach the formal skills, but
should go beyond to address how the field relates to both
the past (the history of design and typography) and the
future (how hand-lettered pieces can be integrated into
contemporary pieces, such as exhibition designs, web/app
designs, digital ads, posters, logo designs, etc).
One of the biggest challenges of teaching a hand-lettering class is getting students to create authentic designs
(instead of just following trends). Yet, hand-lettering also
allows designers to create typographic forms that would
be difficult to draw on a computer. Teaching lettering can
help reinforce typographic principles and can show students how letterforms relate to the human form. The aim
is to use lettering as “another tool in the toolkit” of design
and push it far beyond the realm of “decorating.”
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4:40 pm
Typography with Digital Fabrication
Taekyeom Lee
As a design researcher and a design educator, two questions have arisen: Where does typography belong in the
post-digital age? How do we combine digital and physical
materials to enable a new typographic experience? Many
things that exist as digital data could be translated into
the physical to bridge the gap between digital and analog.
We are facing a paradigm shift in art and design under
the development of technology, and it is necessary to
develop, test, and find the place of emerging technologies
in the design process and creative practices.
This rapidly changing digital environment has influenced
typography and typographic experiences. Technological
advancement and new manufacturing processes using
Computer Numerical Controls like 3D printing, CNC milling, and laser cutting have broadened creative possibilities and the perception of crafts. They have become more
refined, common, accessible, and cheaper. Also, these new
technologies can help push the boundaries of design both
conceptually and materially. Specifically, students were
introduced to the world of digital fabrication techniques.
An interdisciplinary studio course was structured to provide hands-on experience with new digital tools and the
opportunity to apply conceptual and practical skills. Three
assignments were given: 3D modular type, type furniture,
and interactive environmental graphics. Students turned
their type assignments into 3D modular type with CAD
software. The type furniture required them not only to
play with form, structure, and material but to prove the
design concept through prototyping and CNC milling. As
a final project, they proposed and executed interactive
environmental graphics projects based on the tools they
have learned to use in the course. Although each project
was challenging in different ways, they learned about the
potential of these new tools and how they could be integrated with traditional creative practices.
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5:00 pm
Building Modular Alphabets on the Press
Richard Kegler
Letterpress printing has recently (again) become a
component to design education. College and university
curriculums have been incorporating some aspects of
hand type setting into design programs to teach the history and origins of some of the basic concepts of graphic
design: Leading, kerning, points, and picas all have very
physical manifestations in the printshop that give an a-ha
moment for the inDesign and Illustrator counterparts. The
P22 Blox system was developed to consider how some of
the more esoteric parts of learning letterpress could be
presented in a very friendly non-toxic manner.
The P22 Blox system reduces the alphabet into its most
basic component parts. all pieces come in exactly one size:
a one inch square (aka 72 points or 6 picas) and is type
high (.918”) Made from injection molded plastic, these
printing blocks avoid the stigma of the dust and lead of
a printshop. Soft to the touch, but rigid enough to stand
up to any press they are locked into, the P22 Blox present
a new material to complement wood and metal type. The
basic shapes build on the Josef Albers “Kombinationschrift” concept and engage students to build letterforms
and image patterns much like lego are built up from single
abstract pieces into a coherent whole.
Even without printing, the hands-on manipulation of form
brings students into a participatory creative process that
confronts limitations (number of pieces and physical
space) in a way that digital work often can easily overcome. While intended primarily as an analog system, the
P22 Box are also made available as 3-D printer models so
that students can print out extra pieces with a makerbot
and ink them up alongside their injection molded siblings.
The digital font version is also provided to facilitate mockups and on screen counterparts to the physical pieces.
Initial workshops have incidentally shown that team
projects yield very positive results. Limited press space
demands that students work in pairs or teams. This unexpected collaborative benefit reintroduces another key
component of learning that screen time often undermines
in its solitary orientation.
5:20 pm
Q&A
5:30 pm
Closing Remarks
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Friday, August 3rd
Main Conference Program
9:00 am
Continental Breakfast
9:30 am
Opening Remarks
9:50 am
Type Gallery Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open
9:50 am
#FontsMadebyWomen: A Look Into the Typefaces
Created and Developed by Women at Hallmark
Lila Symons
Several years ago, a graphic designer decided to make a
radical change and leave New York City to design fonts for
a well-known Midwestern greeting card company.
Much to her surprise, she discovered that a majority of
the fonts she was developing were based off of lettering
created by female illustrators, designers, and lettering
artists.
Join Font Designer Lila Symons for an engaging and informative introduction to the numerous women with whom
she has collaborated with over the years at Hallmark
Cards.
She will share “what it’s like” to be a female in-house
typeface designer and how working alongside pre-eminent female artists and makers has resulted in the
production of many new fonts for Hallmark’s proprietary
type library. Learn how these collaborations have inspired
her own lettering and font work both as a developer and
lettering source.
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10:10 am
FEMINAE: Typographic Voices of Women, by Women
Gloria Kondrup
“… The legal subordination of one sex to another — is
wrong in itself, and now one of the chief hindrances to
human improvement; and that it ought to be replaced by
a system of perfect equality, admitting no power and privilege on the one side, nor disability on the other.”
— On the Subjection of Women, John Stuart Mill, 1869
FEMINAE: Typographic Voices of Women, by Women
is an exhibition, and soon to be published catalogue, of
political posters from the archives of the Center for the
Study of Political Graphics. The works, created over the
past 50 years, examine issues such as feminism, choice,
gender equality, war, immigration, and violence against
women. Artists include Barbara Kruger, Sister Corita Kent,
the Guerilla Girls, and others from the US, Mexico, Europe
and Australia. Language is a sustainable, cultural artifact,
and typographic voice has long held historical importance.
The words we use are significant to defining ourselves,
impacting how issues are conveyed. Typography empowers communication whether as hand-painted signs,
silk-screened messages, or letterpress printed words.
FEMINAE presents a visual history of critical social issues.
10:30 am
Neon: Letters from the Night Sky
Randall Ann Homan & Al Barna
Six neon donuts fall out of the sky, a flashing letter inside
each one spells out D-O-N-U-T-S. The final donut splashes
into a neon cup of coffee; the sky goes black and the
donuts start to fall again. When letterforms are illuminated in a vintage neon sign, the visual allure is irresistible.
Take a journey with us to examine some of the most fascinating neon sign survivors and lost icons in the Western
states. The evolution from advertising to art is on full
display in these handcrafted beacons of light and imagination. We use historic photos and cinematic clips to
trace the trajectory of neon’s reputation from glamorous
to hideous, from disposable to precious. A typographical
feast for the eye, these signs burn bright and beautiful in
an alchemical synthesis of glass, gas, and electricity.
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10:50 am
London’s Hidden Typographic Archives
Glenn Fleishman
London has a long connection with printing and as a hub
connecting the spokes of type design and production.
Two remarkable archives remain: the St Bride Printing
Library and The Type Archive. Underfunded, open limited
hours, and little known outside type circles, these two
collections offer insight into five centuries of printing.
The St Bride Foundation Institute was founded in the
1890s as a trade printing school, and its formative library
included a 2,000-volume set purchased intact—including the furniture—from a recently passed printer and
scholar, Williams Blades. The building sits in Fleet Street,
the one-time heart of English printing. While the school
decamped in 1922, the library abides, and has tens of thousands of unique or rare volumes, as well as remarkable
artifacts, such as Pouchée stereotypes. In 2010, it opened
a letterpress shop for teaching.
The Type Archive acquired in the 1990s the remnants of
British typefounding across all major branches: metal,
wood, and Monotype. It also houses the large collection
of type designer Berthold Wolpe’s papers, and continues
to produce new metal matrices for Monotype casters
worldwide.
Glenn offers a quick visual tour of both collections from a
visit in fall 2017, narrating a history of type production in
England, and describes the worry among type designers,
letterpress printers, and historians there about the accessibility and future of both institutions.
11:10 am
Coffee Break
Compliments of Frere-Jones Type
11:40 am
Keynote Presentation
Louise Fili
12:30 pm
Lunch Break
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2:20 pm
Renaissance Wood Type & The Grammar of Ornament
Bill Moran & Jim Moran
The wood type cutters of Renaissance Printing were a
crafty bunch. Working in a space typically smaller than
1 inch square, they produced sublime works of typographic art for books produced in the wake of Gutenberg’s
moveable type. And, oh yeah, they did it backwards in
relief. This presentation will showcase this extremely rare
collection of ornamental type cut in wood by engravers
throughout Europe between 1470 and 1700.
These printed capitals, donated to the University of Minnesota by the head librarian of the Gutenberg Museum
in Mainz, Germany, Claus Maywald, represent one of the
largest extent collections of ornamental capitals known
to exist. Bill Moran, artistic director at the Hamilton Wood
Type & Printing Museum is documenting and classifying
these letters with the help of experts from around the
globe.
Printed as part of books published in Latin, these letterforms contain historical figures, mythical beasts, biblical
scenes and demonic characters seldom seen outside of
rare book libraries. We’ll take a tour of flourished and floriated types, Arabesques and antiquated scenes, all in the
span of characters that are smaller than a postage stamp.
As part of its mission to preserve the art of letterpress,
Hamilton Wood Type is cutting new wood type from
these historical models. Bill Moran of Hamilton wood type
will be printing with them during TypeCon.
2:40 pm
Hello My Name Is… Most Likely Not Futura (A
Letterpress Adventure in Metal Type Identification)
Amy Redmond
The Panama Papers made waves as “Font Gate” in mainstream media last year, illuminating how forensic typography can authenticate documents in the digital age. But for
letterpress printers working with analog type collections,
an entirely different set of forensic techniques are needed
to identify imposters.
In this reverent tale of an apprentice continuing the work
of her mentors, Amy Redmond shares how a routine
inventory review of Stern & Faye Printer’s metal house
face, Futura, uncovered questions about its accuracy.
Learn the techniques she used to unearth the true identities of its family members, and why she felt compelled to
embark on an adventure in conscientious type stewardship.
Connecting the dots between Portland and Seattle’s living letterpress history, Amy shows how each generation
bears the responsibility of custodianship and shares how
amateur type-sleuths can help ensure these treasured
collections get passed forward with their ancestry intact.
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3:00 pm
Typographic + Printing Renegades
Nancy Bernardo
Many of the graphic design movements that came after
the Industrial Revolution criticized the way type was used
in letterhead, business cards, posters, advertising etc.
during the early part of the 20th century. The criticism
stemmed from the fact that printers were not designers
and didn’t know how to properly use type. Some type
foundries were criticized for creating “monster fonts”;
highly stylized typefaces that, for example, resembled
architectural details of the time. To add to the “fussiness”
of these designs were ornamental borders and motifs that
were scoffed at for being over the top. These over the top
designs were typically created by the printer and client,
not a graphic designer.
This presentation will explore the role of the early 20th
century printer as designer, punchcutters such as Herman
Ihlenberg, and how these early renegades have influenced
the type and design landscape of today.
3:20 pm
Social Impact and Type in the Built Environment
Kathy Fry
What role does type play in the built environment? To
direct and inform, of course, but can it also foster an
emotional connection and communicate universal values?
Carved in stone, cut from steel, frosted on glass, or fabricated in acrylic, the permanence of material brings with it
a responsibility. What will stand the test of time in form
and material?
Type has the power to engage, delight and serve those
who inhabit public spaces. We’ll look at local Northwest
examples, including libraries, bridges, and social services
facilities where type makes a meaningful social impact.
We will study how the use of scale, placement, color, message, and materials seek a universal connection between
people and place.
3:40 pm
Coffee Break
Compliments of Adobe Typekit
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4:10 pm
Ten Thousand Original Copies
Kris Sowersby
European concepts of originality and authorship form
our current understanding of typeface design. Typographic history is written as a series of “originals” created
by “authors” in a discrete sequence. But can “copies” be
equally as important?
For example, we know Claude Garamont well because
of the relentless copying of his fonts, collectively
named “Garamond”. If we accept that copies keep the
original alive, perhaps we can see type design through
another lens.
“The Chinese idea of the original is determined not by a
unique act of creation, but by unending process, not by
definitive identity but by constant change.”
— Shanzhai: Deconstruction in Chinese. Byung-Chul
Han, 2017
What if we considered Garamond not as an instance of
individual creation, but as a way of shaping letters to be
continually practiced and updated as necessary? If we
accept that his fonts don’t exist as an isolated genius but
as a single point on a continuum, we might re-frame contemporary practice and consider that “originals” are only
as important as their revivals, remixes and copies.
4:30 pm
Titles in Translation
Aaron Bell, Jess McCarty & Erin McLaughlin
Film title typography plays a huge role in the identity of
a film. It portrays the mood, sets the scene, and helps the
film stand out in a sea of face-filled movie posters. But
when a film is released into an international market, while
its dialogue is dubbed or subtitled into another language,
very often the film’s title typography is “Lost in Translation”.
Why have many attempts at cross-script title design
failed? Which approaches can be considered successful?
Just how hard is it to translate a title design concept into
multiple scripts?
Sit back, bring your popcorn, and enjoy the story of 3 type
designers, each specializing in a different script, who
embarked on a weekly challenge to translate iconic film
title designs from around the globe.
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4:50 pm
Industrial Chimney Lettering
Craig Welsh
Brand identities in the industrial age were often communicated through the use of vertically-stacked masonry
chimney lettering.
Several years of research have provided access to source
materials from the leading chimney construction company of the period — Alphons Custodis. The company
remains active and we have forged a relationship that
fuels ongoing research via materials from the company’s
archives.
We have amassed a collection of several hundred photographs of industrial chimney lettering and ornamenting/
patterning. Additionally, we have roughly two dozen archival engineering drawings which provide exact specifications for the masonry construction and lettering styles
— ranging in size from 7- to 21-course designs; a ‘course’ is
a single row of bricks.
In our presentation we will:
1. Review the historic aspects of the materials, size/scale,
and lettering styles of chimney lettering — using archival
engineering drawings, photos, etc.;
2. Share how a digital version of industrial chimney lettering has been optically adjusted to consider the proportions of the ‘face’ (outer surface) of the bricks and mortar
thickness (joints between bricks).
5:10 pm
Catalyst Award Presentation
The Society of Typographic Aficionados will bestow
Frida Medrano with the 2018 SOTA Catalyst Award,
followed by her presentation.
5:30 pm
Special Presentation
Jessica Hische
Jessica is extremely excited to premiere the animated
trailer for her upcoming children’s book, Tomorrow I’ll Be
Brave — a collaboration with the Portland based animation studio Oddfellows. Together, they’ll present a brief
present a brief overview of the creation process and then
show the finished piece for the very first time.
5:30 pm
SOTA Marketplace Closes
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Friday, August 3rd
Evening Event
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm
The SOTA Spacebar
Sponsored by Adobe Typekit
Skyline Level, 23rd Floor
Hilton Portland Downtown
Our third annual Friday night mixer is best described as …
a game, wrapped in a conversation, finished with a selfie.
Suffice it to say that you’ll have every reason to meet
some people you’ve always wanted to, make some friends
you never expected to, and connect with people in our
industry — all in a casual setting.

Saturday, August 4th
Special Event
11:00 am – 3:00 pm
Museum of Metal Typography Open House
Location: 8900 NE Vancouver Way
The Museum of Metal Typography is a working museum
run by the nonprofit C.C. Stern Type Foundry. One of the
only metal type foundries between San Francisco and
Vancouver, BC, the C.C. Stern Type Foundry provides educational programming; a collection of books, manuals, and
printed ephemera; and live demonstrations of the foundry
equipment and type casting processes.
See the casters in action, as well as hand casting demonstrations. Volunteers will be on hand to give tours and talk
about the art and industry of making metal type. Souvenir
metal type, printed ephemera, DVDs and other printing
related items will be available for sale. We will also be
debuting an exhibit of Jim Rimmer’s limited edition book
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, set in Hannibal Old Style,
a typeface designed and cast by Rimmer.
This event is open to the public.
Admission: $5.00 (suggested donation)
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Saturday, August 4th
Main Conference Program
9:00 am
Continental Breakfast
9:30 am
Type Gallery Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open
9:30 am
Language, Culture, Emoji
Paul D. Hunt
Day or night. Good or bad. White or black. Male or female.
Fact or fiction. Text or imagery. For better and for worse,
our dominant Western philosophical tradition is largely
based on dualistic logic. With the recent advent of emoji,
our collective, discerning consciousness has struggled to
categorize it. Is it language? Are they pictograms? How
and when are they suitable for communication? ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
The intended purpose of both language and emoji usage
is to promote better understanding between correspondents. Traditional, binary logic reinforces the perception
that language and emoji are antithetical to each other. A
more holistic view focuses on how language and emoji
are similar and successfully supplement one another to
promote the goal of comprehension.
The evolution of writing, from hieroglyphics to our modern text+emoji hybrid system, reveals how linguistic and
visual metaphors that have developed to help humans
conceive, create, and comprehend the connections
between the natural world and the realm of symbolic
thought. These connections become more self-evident
when we adopt a non-binary view of language and emoji
imagery. :^D
9:50 am
Results of the 2018 Font Purchasing Habits Survey
Mary Catherine Pflug
It’s back and better than ever! The third annual Font
Purchasing Habits Survey explores font customer behavior and their reception to a variety of font marketing
tactics. The survey has been expanded and improved,
building on the results of the previous two years. The first
public reveal of the data will be at TypeCon 2018 — join
me to learn more about what type customers and users
really want!
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10:10 am
The Visible Invisibility of Words
Jean François Porchez
Why is typography a vital asset for business communication? Visual identity is built from the colors and typefaces
that make up the most fundamental expression of a brand,
yet the design of typefaces must remain invisible for
the convenience of the reader. How does the typeface
designer reconcile such inherent contradictions, while
also meeting the needs of their clients? Jean François
Porchez will deliver a talk about his experiences and nuggets of typographic wisdom in designing custom typefaces for some of the world’s most recognizable brands:
Le Monde, the Paris Metro, Louis Vuitton, Galleries Lafayette, Sephora, YSL Beauté, The Boston Consulting Group
and Nespresso — as well recent typefaces published by
Typofonderie.
10:30 am
It’s Okay to Make Mitsakes
Travis Kochel & Lizy Gershenzon
Perfection is a great thing to strive for, but it can prevent
growth. It encourages us to stay within the bounds of
what we can do well, and discourages taking risks. What
are we really scared of, and how does it hold us back?
What can we gain from making mistakes?
This look at risk taking and mistakes will be framed around
the typeface design process, and what we’ve learned
from creating Future Fonts. It will include a new twist
on an age-old question, “Do we really need more fonts…
that are half-finished and probably have mistakes?” We
can’t promise answers, but we sure will have fun with
the analysis.
10:50 am
Status Quo of the Font Industry in China
Qiu Yin & Ming Wei
Chinese characters, with complex structures and
time-honored aesthetic features, requires font designers
to have years of training. The huge number of different
Chinese characters has also long been a great obstacle
to designers. For these two reasons, few people have
been brave enough to delve into the design of Chinese
fonts. As computer comes to our aid, the huge quantity
of characters is no longer a problem and the creative
industry in China has welcomed its historic opportunity.
Thus, Chinese font design has thrived and embarked on a
separate journey away from the path followed by Western
peers. This is a point call for our attention.
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11:10 am
Coffee Break
Compliments of MyFonts
11:40 am
Keynote Presentation
Nina Stössinger
12:30 pm
Lunch Break
2:20 pm
Heavy Metal Type
Sergio Trujillo
The graphic imagery featured on the cover of heavy metal
albums (specifically in regards of letterform design)
couldn’t be further from the principles and conventions
that typographers and type designers abide by. Characters are bent, twisted, combined, and get more and more
distorted the heavier the music gets. As a consequence,
precepts as balance, rhythm, and legibility are discarded
in service of originality and graphic impact.
This talk will serve as a historical and graphical tour
throughout the enormous creative playground that heavy
metal has allowed for. Beginning with the precursors
of this music genre (whose artwork was influenced by
the psychedelic movement of the 60’s), going through
the bands that popularized it (with logotypes that are
inspired by or directly taken from gothic calligraphic
models), and finishing with the metalheads that are
taking both the music and the imagery that accompanies
it to the extreme (showcasing the work of graphic artist
Christophe Szpajdel).
In spite of the graphic differences between traditional
typeface design (or even lettering) and heavy metal
logo design, the advent of a new font format might have
brought this two worlds closer together. Perhaps variable
fonts could serve as the entry gate to the gothic underworld of heavy metal type, with design proposals that
change and react to the music itself, providing a plethora
of hauntingly beautiful possibilities.
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2:40 pm
Hoitech
Underware
The major challenge of type design in the 20th century
was how straight lines could become curves. With fonts
becoming variable, the same problem just arose again.
Only this time it’s not about the outlines, but about the
interpolations, creating those outlines.
While most type designers are working with interpolation based design-spaces to design large families or even
Variable Fonts, there still seems to be a limited conception of the possible meaning of this ‘design model’. There
is for example the strange contradiction that while type
designers know exactly that stretching form is a bad
idea, they are accepting that linear interpolating manually
designed masters is exactly doing that for all the weights
in-between. No matter if this interpolation is used for
generating static fonts, or within a Variable Font. And
while un-wanted results could be fixed manually afterwards for static fonts, there is no afterwards in the realm
of Variable Font.
Despite the potential risk of getting intimidated by
advanced technology, the real problem may not lie so
much in the technology itself, but in the way we use it to
define and create our ideas. Instead of thinking through
technology, we could also reverse this process and make
the technology think for us.
So what is a design space actually really about?
And what if there is no space at all?
3:00 pm
Reviving a Calligraphy Hand
Lynne Yun
When I found a beautiful antique manuscript written in
gothic cursive from the 1600s, I was instantly enamored.
Before long, I set out to teach myself how to write it. The
process starts from analyzing the historical documents,
standardizing the forms, modernizing them, then practicing until the letters flow from the hand on to the paper.
The process can be similar to reviving an old typeface, but
there are additional aspects to consider since calligraphy
is composed of physically written forms. How we can
adapt the historical letterforms to the modern calligraphy
tools available to us? We also need to consider the work in
context. Were the scribes fine-tuning their writing to be
smaller to save costs on precious parchment? In our present day when paper costs are much less, would we adjust
the letterforms for writing at larger sizes? Although the
many questions may seem daunting at first, there is a
method to this madness of training your hand and eye.
And with some hard work, dedication and a lot of practice,
eventually a new calligraphic hand can come within reach.
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3:20 pm
Practice Makes (Im)Perfect
Cassie Hester
In risk-averse contexts such as professional graphic
design practice, final outcomes are often evaluated far
more than the processes that informed them. Although
final artifacts can be criticized as successes or failures via
a variety of criteria, applying these same terms to developments in the creative process is a mistake. “Failures”
are simply iterations that deviate from predetermined
expectations; all steps in the process are valuable and
inform the outcome. Developing the ability to recognize
the potential inherent in the unexpected and appreciate the role of chance in the design process is critical to
creative growth. “Playful” investigations — that are more
concerned with processes than outcomes — are essential
in challenging perceptions about the role of failure in the
development of design solutions. Methods for facilitating
chance and engaging the play instinct include, but are not
limited to, adopting limitations and constraints, creating
and modifying tools, synthesizing both new and “dead”
technologies, and engaging in collaborative exercises.
Guided by the psychologies of flow and play, Practice
Makes (Im)Perfect is a focused collection of exploratory
methodologies for generating happy — and somewhat
intentional — accidents.
3:40 pm
Coffee Break
Compliments of Typostrophe
4:10 pm
Once Upon a Time in the Hop Garden
Karel Haloun
In the eighties, in times of the totalitarian Communist
regime was the club Na Chmelnici (Hop Garden) a one of
the few islands of freedom on the outskirts of Prague in
Czechoslovakia. The aim of the presentation is to show
posters, music covers and other typographic creations
for this music and cultural club. Work in this period
explain the context and show that even during times
of an oppressive totalitarian regime, high quality works
were being done outside of the mainstream. But also to
show that it wasn’t as easy as it may seem now in hindsight. You could probably call the presentation an adventurous tale of a journey to maintaining artistic freedom
in unfavourable times. That might come in handy in the
not-so-distant future.
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4:30 pm
Typography in Exhibition Design: Designing, Typesetting,
and Producing Type for Museums
Irina Koryagina
When it comes to exhibition design in North America
— especially in the fields of science, history, and culture —
there’s usually a lot of text involved. Printed, stuck on or,
if you’re fancy, silkscreened. On title walls, on side walls,
on artifact labels. Key to exhibit narrative, it needs to be
visible, engaging, and clear. It needs to work hard, but also
look good.
I knew little about this entering the industry as a graphic
designer and typographer a few years ago. I didn’t realize
you might not have much else to show beyond the text, or
to use beyond vinyl; and curator working with you might
be more experienced in writing for text books than for
attention span of a vacationer walking by.
How is designing, typesetting, and making typography for
exhibitions different from working on screens or paper?
Does a good artifact label bring you any closer to beautifully designed experience? Why sometimes your text
is too big? And how to balance between legibility and
accessibility and designer cool?
4:50 pm
Writing Systems of the World: What the ▯▯▯▯ is going
on?
Zachary Scheuren
There are hundreds of writing systems in the world, some
no longer in use, some in use by small groups, and some
(like the words you are reading now) in use by larger
groups. Many writing systems have been encoded in various ways for use in computing, but encoding is just the
first part of the process. Without fonts and proper support in applications a writing system might not be usable
at all. The current state of technology allows us to do so
many amazing things yet many writing systems are not
adequately implemented for use in computing. How can it
be that some scripts are so difficult to use? What is standing in the way? Why are shaping engines so complicated?
(They aren’t). Why is dealing with text encodings so hard?
(It shouldn’t be). Why are there little to no fonts for some
writing systems? What can we do to move forward?
This presentation will provide an overview of world scripts
and the common problems that keep some scripts from
being used. We will then look at what needs to be done to
remedy this and how everyone can help.
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5:10 pm
Letters and Liquor: a Typographic History of Cocktails
Matthew Wyne
If your cocktail were a typeface, what would it be?
For the past three years I have traveled the world in
search of cocktail ephemera to learn how we represented
our drinking in typographic form. From the tavern signs of
the American colonies to the Pinterest-influenced menus
of today’s contemporary Speakeasies, I have compiled
an extensive collection of liquor-related lettering that is
every bit as bewitching as the potions it advertises.
This exercise was born from my desire to create work for
the spirits category that has historical integrity, but it has
also given me incredible insight into typographic development because the lens I’ve chosen for my study is so
specific.
Join me for a salubrious survey of type as seen from the
barrooms and bottles of our 300 year love affair with
cocktails. Refreshments, sadly, will be limited to the
visual realm.
5:30 pm
SOTA Marketplace Closes

Saturday, August 4th
Evening Event
8:30 pm – 11:00 pm
SOTA’s Night of Type
Sponsored by MyFonts
Location: Grand Ballroom, Hilton Portland Downtown
Food! Frivolity! Fonts! Join us for an incredible evening
celebrating TypeCon’s 20th anniversary.
It’s the first ever TypeCon Font Family Feud hosted by the
convivial Allan Haley and Rachel Elnar. Sit back and enjoy
this lighthearted typographic game show or sign up and
join a team to compete for some spectacular prizes.
Get in on the action ahead of time by contributing
answers that will be used during the game. Survey says …
In addition to Font Family Feud, join us for the SOTA
Typography Award ceremony, grab a snapshot with your
type idol in the Extensis photo booth, partake in the open
bar, and dive into a selection of yummy desserts!
And don’t forgot to drink early and bid often during the
annual SOTA Silent Auction, featuring everything from
rare type ephemera to hand printed posters to choice
typographic tchotchkes.
Cocktail attire is recommended, but certainly not required.
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Sunday, August 5th
Main Conference Program
9:00 am
Continental Breakfast
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Urban Lettering Walk with Paul Shaw
Join the entertaining Paul Shaw for one of two leisurely
walks through parts of Portland. This lettering walk will
overlap a small portion of Thursday’s walk but will be
primarily focused on downtown as bounded by Portland
State University to the south, I-405 to the west, Burnside
Street to the north and the Willamette River to the west.
There will be some neon, much revived Roman capitals,
some terracotta, a little Art Deco, some mosaic tile lettering, and other surprises.
Paul Shaw has been conducting urban lettering walks
since 2005 across the United States and in Canada. He
does two walks per year in New York City for the Type
Directors Club and has been leading walks for TypeCon for
13 years, including such cities as Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,
Denver, Los Angeles, Portland, and Seattle.
Sponsored by Legacy of Letters
9:30 am
Type Gallery Exhibits & SOTA Marketplace Open
9:30 am
Stop Being an Internet A**hole: Radical Ideas for Winning
Customers and Making Money in a Crowded Marketplace
Jess McCarty
What if I told you there was a simple way to dramatically
increase your bottom line and market reach, all without
spending a penny on advertising, marketing or gimmicks?
That an online army of font piracy watchdogs was waiting,
right now, ready to pay YOU for the privilege of tracking
down infringement? That you could quickly and clearly set
yourself apart from a growing number of competitors?
Good customer service can do all these things and more,
yet few foundries are effectively practicing this essential
business skill set.
This talk will explain exactly what the most successful
techniques “look” like in theory and practice, detail how
you can adopt a similar approach and provide specific
resources for typographic prosperity. You’ll learn about
crucial & surprising ways to build brand loyalty. Most
importantly, you’ll leave with a profound understanding
of how just a few simple actions can transform both your
business AND our industry as a whole.
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9:50 am
Textura: The Woven Word
Aoife Mooney
The word “textura” is derived from the Latin verb “texere”, meaning “to weave”. The texture of a paragraph is
carefully built by a considerate typeface designer by the
elements and relationships of the positive forms and
negative counterforms and spaces, both horizontally and
vertically, which sit in a delicate and intricate system of
interdependent parts, repeating and reconfiguring to
express a texture: a typographic color. The weaving process creates a fabric of a woven ‘ground’ in a manner that
resembles this structure. The warp sits as a vertical grid,
through which the weft travels back and forth from side
to side between layers of the warp. This paper presents
the results of a semester spent learning to weave while
considering the functional and semantic value of texture
in a reading experience. I will show examples of a typeface
I developed as a response to this experience and how I
translated elements of this typeface into a piece of woven
communication. In particular, I will engage with the work
and writings of Anni Albers, with respect to the creation
of symbolic pattern languages through weaving, and
relate these to the symbolic pattern language of typography. I will reflect on the contrasts and affordances of each
drawing process as necessitated by the medium, positing
the practice of typeface design as a form of speculative
design and reflecting on weaving as embodied experience.
10:10 am
Font Bakery
Dave Crossland
Quality assurance of fonts is a constant requirement
for font publishers, foundries and type designers. Every
foundry has their own set of tools to ensure that the fonts
they publish are in a good condition. Font Bakery is a new
checking tool that comes with checks for OpenType, UFO,
Glyphs and TFont files, at 3 levels: Format specifications,
distributor requirements, and custom checks. The project
was initiated by Dave Crossland in 2013 to accelerate the
onboarding process for Google Fonts. In 2017 Lasse Fister
rewrote it into a modern, modular architecture with a web
dashboard suitable for both individuals and large distributors. It now has an active community of contributors
from foundries around the world. This talk introduces Font
Bakery, unpacks the opportunity for designers and foundries to collaborate on font quality assurance, and demonstrates how it improves font production and publishing
workflows.
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10:30 am
Yes, but can Variable Fonts do this?
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer
Variable Fonts are the latest craze. But can you have fun
with them too? You bet. Let Rainer take you on a quick
tour through the fun side of OpenType Variations. Like
in his infamous Denver presentation about OpenType
features, there will be no prepared slides, all typing will be
done live.
10:50 am
Typography for Immersive, Mixed, and Virtual
Environments
Meaghan Dee
During this presentation, I will showcase three projects
that demonstrate how typography can be integrated
across immersive, mixed, and virtual environments.
The first piece is Shakespeare’s Garden: An Immersive
Sound Stroll Through his Sonnets, Soliloquies, and Scenes,
in which a team of designers and performing artists
created a typographic experience that reimagines traditional theater, utilizing spatial audio and flexible video
projection. A typographer created a series of motion
graphics, designed to work together in an installation
alongside audio recordings (utilizing both spatial and
locational audio). Each piece uses the text from selected
Shakespearean works to create engaging visuals, which
are projected onto a series of hanging scrims. During
performances, audience members follow a meandering
path through the installation, actively engaged in their
own exploration of Shakespeare’s garden. The aim of this
project is to explore ways of bridging the physical and
digital domains for both art and design.
The second work is the visual interface design for the
FutureHAUS, a prototype for an integrated smart home,
in which designers developed visual displays for screens,
wearables, mirrors, and other interactive objects. This
project explores how text and icons can work across
platforms (from an Apple watch to an interactive mirror)
and also how to carry elements of that into mixed reality
demonstrations.
The final example is a virtual reality piece on the poem
Forgetfulness, by Denise Duhamel, in which users can walk
through the larger-than-life text, which is displayed in the
form of a giant möbius strip. The subject of the poem is
Alzheimer’s disease and is meant to be nonlinear, which
is enhanced by playing across an infinity loop, in which
visitors can wander to any point in the text that interests them. Up to four people can enter this virtual reality
system at once, and users are tracked across the space
using empaticas, and are represented in the VR world by
a subtle colorful trail. Over time, this tracking allows us
to see how people engage with the text and reveals that
magic that can happen between people interacting in the
space together.
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11:10 am
The Next Big Thing in Type?
Radek Sidun
The Type Design and Typography studio at the UMPRUM
Academy in Prague will present the results of the semestral research of variable fonts, which took place in the
2017 Winter semester. The research had several aims. The
primary aim was to become acquainted with innovation in
detail and to verify how far the proclaimed variability can
reach. The secondary aim was to find out how students
would utilize technical possibilities to realize their ideas
of shape mutations of typeface families. What would be
however mostly interesting was whether students could
impart an easily recognizable and utilizable character and
“content” to such works. Twelve new variable typefaces
will be presented by studio tutor Radek Sidun.
11:30 am
Coffee Break
12:00 pm
Keynote Presentation
Lauren Hom
12:50 pm
Closing Remarks
1:00 pm
SOTA Marketplace Closes
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Sunday, August 5th
Post-Conference Events
2:00 pm
– 3:45 pm
The 17th Annual Type Crit
The always popular Type Crit is back, celebrating its seventeenth year of laying down the typographic smack. The
masters of typographic analysis and elucidation Matthew
Carter, John Downer and Jill Pichotta will provide gentle, constructive criticism to designers who submit their
individual type designs for review.
A sign-up sheet will be available in the TypeCon
Marketplace beginning Saturday morning.
7:00 pm – 10:00 pm
TypeCon × Tillamook × Tacos
Location: Tillamook Station, 665 N Tillamook Street
WeMake is a non-profit organization that helps foster art
and design in Portland through hands-on experiences,
creative dialogue, and design-in-action initiatives. Join us
for an evening of type, talk, and tacos at Tillamook Station,
WeMake’s amazing headquarters and event space.
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SPEAKERS

Emily Atwood
Just one year out of art school, Emily
finds herself working as a designer in
New York City at Pentagram for Paula
Scher. In 2014, she earned her Bachelor of Arts in Visual Art at Fordham
University in the Bronx, New York.
Towards the end of her education at
Fordham, she discovered the world of
design and was immediately drawn to
the idea that design can be a productive vehicle for conversation, problem solving, and creating solutions that have a lasting impact. As a result, Emily
decided to pursue her BFA in Graphic Design + Digital
Media at Laguna College of Art + Design in Laguna Beach,
CA. It is here where she was able to fine tune her skills in
brand identity, digital product design, typography, and
print design.
Jan Ballard
Jan Ballard holds a BFA from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She joined the Texas Christian
University faculty in 1986. Since then
she has taught and assisted in the
development of courses including
Communication Graphics, Intermediate Communication Graphics, Typography I, II, and III, Corporate Identity,
Publication Design, Professional
Recognition, Portfolio and Marketing, and Senior Thesis.
Her teaching provides students with a solid foundation
of the history and anatomy of type, and an examination of
the principles of hierarchy and legibility at work within an
individual letterform, to sentence, to paragraph, to page.
In her professional practice, she has worked for non
profits, local design studios, regional advertising agencies,
and a national public relations firm. Jan’s design work has
been featured in Print’s Regional Design Annual, AAF Fort
Worth ADDY Awards, and International Association of
Business Communicators’ Bronze Quill Awards.
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Al Barna
Local neon historians Al Barna and
Randall Ann Homan are the authors/
photographers of San Francisco
Neon: Survivors and Lost Icons
(Giant Orange Press, 2014). This
book is the result of five years of
documenting San Francisco’s 200+
legacy neon signs, including histories, condition, and locations. Al and
Randall continue historic research on
individual signs/small businesses and promote awareness
for the Bay Area’s unique collection of historic neon signs
via tours, talks, exhibits, and consultations. Al and Randall
are the founders and producers of the Neon Speaks Festival & Symposium.
Agnes Barton-Sabo
Agnes Barton-Sabo, also known as
Betty Turbo, was raised by grizzly
bears in Alaska. She earned a BFA
in photography from RIT, and then
moved to Nashville to get down
and dirty with the type spirits of
the universe at Hatch Show Print.
After letterpress heaven and other
miscellaneous adventures, she now
focuses full-time on art shenanigans
from her headquarters in Oregon. Her illustrations and
hand lettering travel the world through greeting cards,
art prints, clothing, show posters, books, magazines, and
social media. She is a relentless exclamation point addict.
Aaron Bell
Aaron Bell is a typeface designer and
consultant based in Seattle, WA. He
owns Saja Typeworks, and specializes in Latin and East Asian writing
systems, with a particular focus on
Korean Hangul. Previously, he graduated from the MATD program at the
University of Reading, UK, and spent
6 years working at Microsoft on the
Microsoft Typography Team.
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Nancy Bernardo
Nancy Bernardo is an award winning graphic designer and Assistant Professor of Graphic Design at
Rochester Institute of Technology.
Her design work explores the boundaries between old and new technologies and is an interesting and often
whimsical blend of analog and digital
techniques. These techniques frequently reference styles from Victorian and Mid-Century advertising. Her research activities
concentrate on areas of print that relate to book design,
image-making, book making, time-based projects, and
graphic design history.
Graham Bradley
Graham Bradley is a graphic designer
and type designer based in California. He creates brand identities,
type, websites, and books for clients
across the country. He is an instructor
at Type@Cooper West in San Francisco, where he teaches Principles of
Typeface Design. Previously, he was
a typeface designer at Frere-Jones
Type, where he worked on Mallory and
Retina, created specimens and illustrations, and developed custom tools. Graham is a graduate of the University
of California, Berkeley and the Type@Cooper program. He
is currently working on a cookbook (Artisan, 2019) with his
wife, food writer Maria Zizka.
Yvonne Cao
Yvonne Cao is a designer, typographer, and educator. Cao holds an
MFA in Graphic Design from Louisiana State University. She currently
teaches interactive design, typography, and publication design at Texas
Christian University in Fort Worth, TX.
Cao draws on her dual cultural backgrounds and has worked for renowned
international clients such as Johnsons
& Johnsons, Colgate, Coca-Cola, and Chevrolet. She is also
a designer for Pier 1 Imports.
Cao’s professional graphic design work has received recognition from HOW International Design Awards, Summit International Awards, American Advertising Awards,
Horizon Interactive Awards and UCDA Design award.
She authored Visual Translation — research on facilitating smooth visual transitions in cross-cultural branding
through typography. Moving beyond the traditional, her
work introduces an innovative methodology for designing
typefaces using existing Latin typefaces. She is a past
presenter at TypeCon and AIGA conferences.
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Matthew Carter
Matthew Carter is a type designer
with fifty years of experience in
typographic technologies ranging
from hand-cut punches to computer
fonts. After a long association with
the Linotype companies he was
a co-founder in 1981 of Bitstream,
the digital type foundry, where he
worked for ten years. He is now a
principal of Carter & Cone Type Inc.,
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, designers and producers of
original typefaces.
His type designs include ITC Galliard, Snell Roundhand
and Shelley scripts, Helvetica Compressed, Olympian
(for newspaper text), Bell Centennial (for the US telephone directories), ITC Charter, and faces for Greek,
Hebrew, Cyrillic and Devanagari. For Carter & Cone he has
designed Mantinia, Sophia, Elephant, Big Caslon, Alisal,
and Miller.
Carter & Cone have produced types on commission for
Time, Newsweek, Wired, U.S. News & World Report, Sports
Illustrated, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, The
Philadelphia Inquirer, The New York Times, BusinessWeek,
The Walker Art Center, the Museum of Modern Art, Yale
University, and the Hamilton Wood Type Museum.
Starting in the mid-’90s Carter has worked with Microsoft
on a series of “screen fonts” designed to maximize the
legibility of type on computer monitors. Of these, Verdana, Tahoma and Nina (a condensed face for hand-held
devices) are sans serif types; Georgia is a seriffed design.
Carter is a Royal Designer for Industry, and a Senior Critic
on Yale’s Graphic Design faculty. He has received a Chrysler Award for Innovation in Design, the AIGA medal and
the Type Directors Club medal. In 2010 he was awarded a
MacArthur Fellowship, and in 2011 he received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Smithsonian National
Design Awards.
Joana Correia
Joana Correia is a typeface designer
working from her studio in Porto
since 2011. She studied typeface
design at the University of Reading, graduating in 2011 and has
worked with many different clients
around the world and publishes her
own designs at Nova Type. Joana
designed Karma, one of the first
Devanagari fonts on Google Fonts,
followed by Arima supporting Tamil. She taught type
design at ESAD in Matosinhos, Portugal from 2011 until
2017. Recent designs include Artigo, Laca and Artigo Display, both available at Nova Type.
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Dave Crossland
Dave Crossland is an English type
designer who set out in 2006 to liberate typography, studying and working
to realise his dream of an unrestricted
culture of graphic communication. He
initiated the “Cantarell” type project
as an MATD student in 2009 that
was included in the launch of Google
Fonts and selected as the GNOME3
desktop UI type family. Working as
a consultant with the Google Fonts team he has commissioned hundreds of typefaces for dozens of scripts.
He co-founded the Crafting Type project to offer type
design workshops for beginners around the world, and
proactively participates in libre software projects such as
FontForge, TruFont and ttfautohint. (He does not represent any of his consulting clients.)
Carolina de Bartolo
Carolina de Bartolo is the designer,
author, and publisher of the
award-winning typography textbook,
Explorations in Typography, now in
its second edition. Co-authored with
Erik Spiekermann and Stephen Coles,
this latest edition was awarded a TDC
Certificate of Excellence and was
amongst the best book designs of
2016 in the AIGA + Design Observer
50 Books/50 Covers competition. A graduate of the
School of Design at Carnegie Mellon University, Carolina
has been teaching typography at Academy of Art University in San Francisco since 2000.
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Meaghan Dee
Meaghan Dee is a dog-loving typography nerd who is both a practicing graphic designer and a design
educator. She currently serves as
co-chair for the Visual Communication Design program at Virginia Tech
and on the AIGA National Design
Educators Board. She earned her
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from
University of Illinois in Graphic
Design and her Masters of Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University in Visual Communication Design.
Her primary design foci are typography, branding,
user-experience design, editorial design, and packaging.
She regularly collaborates on freelance design projects
and grant research. Recent projects include graphic
design work for the FutureHAUS (a prototype for the
home of the future), branding for the New Interfaces in
Musical Expression 2018 conference, and a signage design
proposal for the Historic Howard Theatre’s Walk of Fame.
Meaghan has earned awards for her work nationally and
internationally, and has been published in a variety of
magazines, including HOW, Print, and GD USA. Additionally, in 2017 she was recognized by Graphic Design U.S.A.
as one of 12 “Educators to Watch”.
John Downer
Mr. Downer has been a journeyman
sign painter since 1973, a freelance
typeface designer since 1983, and
a crusader for designers’ rights his
entire adult life in the lettering game.
He has written about type and type
history for various publications, and
he is widely known as a perceptive
type critic. His typefaces have been
published by Bitstream, Font Bureau,
Emigre, House Industries, and Design Lab. Stylistically,
his designs refer to various eras of history and means of
letterform production: 19th- and 20th-century American
sign painting and show card writing; 19th- and 20th-century American chromolithography and wood type;
18th-century European book types; 15th- and 16th-century Chancery cursive writing styles; 15th- and 16th-century Venetian printing; and 2nd-century Imperial Roman
epigraphy.
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Matthew Edgar
Matt Edgar developed and leads
the Graphic Design degree course
at Sheffield Institute of Arts. He
teaches across the curriculum with a
particular focus on developing holistic
approaches to embedding history,
theory and practice in delivery. He
commissions and curates exhibitions
that address key issues within the
discipline. These have included Ken
Garland and Lance Wyman (with Unit Editions), Jan van
Toorn, Universal Everything, and Why Not Associates.
With a background in documentary filmmaking, his current research centers on developing films that investigate
the history of typography and design.
Rachel Elnar
Rachel Elnar is a co-founder and producer at TypeEd and the Interactive
Director at Ramp Creative. She is in
charge of marketing and curriculum
development for the TypeEd typographic education program. In 2008,
Rachel was named as one of Graphic
Design USA’s “People to Watch”. She
currently teaches advanced interaction design and user experience at Cal
State University Los Angeles, an organizer of TypeThursday Los Angels and is on the advisory board of AIGA OC.
Joshua Farmer
Joshua Farmer is a freelance writer,
editor, graphic designer, and consultant who champions simplicity, clarity,
and excellence in all things; shoddy is
not his cup of tea. His wide-ranging
background and interests help him
approach text from the perspective
of a designer and design from the
mindset of an editor.
Josh works on branding, in-depth
type explorations to set a tone, and teaches about
writing, editing, and using type. With seven books to
his ghostwriting and editing credit and an Advertising
Artist’s Guild Award, this perpetual learner likes to stay
productive. Josh has parlayed his skills into positions with
industry leaders such as TypeTogether, Laura Worthington, Roger Black’s Type Magazine, Martina Flor, and as
an instructor at the renowned Kansas City Art Institute
(KCAI).
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Louise Fili
Louise Fili is director of Louise Fili
Ltd, specializing in brand development for food packaging and restaurants. Formerly senior designer for
Herb Lubalin, Fili was art director of
Pantheon Books from 1978 to 1989,
where she designed close to 2,000
book jackets.
She is co-author, with Steven Heller,
of Italian Art Deco, British Modern,
Dutch Moderne, Streamline, French Modern, Deco España,
German Modern, Design Connoisseur, Typology, Stylepedia, Euro Deco, Scripts, Shadow Type, Stencil Type, and
Slab Serif Type. Fili has also written and designed Elegantissima, Grafica della Strada, Graphique de la Rue, Gràfica
de les Rambles, The Cognoscenti’s Guide to Florence, and
Italianissimo.
A member of the Art Directors Hall of Fame, she has
received the medal for Lifetime Achievement from the
AIGA and the Type Directors Club.
Glenn Fleishman
Glenn Fleishman has worked as a
technology, business, and science
journalist for decades, but started
his career as a typesetter in high
school. He’s written and co-written
dozens of books — from Real World
Scanning & Halftones to London
Kerning — and thousands of articles
for the New York Times, Wired, Fast
Company, the Atlantic, the Economist, and others. In 2017, he inaugurated the Designer
in Residence position in the letterpress program at the
School of Visual Concepts in Seattle.
Kathy Fry
Kathy Fry, SEGD, is Principal of
Visual Communications at Mayer/
Reed, a Portland, Oregon based
interdisciplinary design studio providing landscape architecture, urban
design, and visual communications
for the built environment. Mayer/
Reed is a leader in interior and exterior architectural graphics providing
identity, wayfinding, interpretive
design and branded spaces for civic, recreation, transportation, cultural, healthcare, education, mixed-use and
corporate settings.
With a background in exhibit design, Kathy works with
clients to tell their story in the built environment through
graphic insertions that activate and express identity and
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values. Kathy’s work has been recognized in publications
and with design awards from the Society for Experiential
Graphic Design (SEGD) and the Oregon Chapter of the
American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA). She
co-founded the SEGD Portland Chapter and now serves
on the national SEGD Board.
Lizy Gershenzon
Lizy is a partner at Scribble Tone, a
Portland based studio that specializes
in the design of typefaces, interfaces,
and brands. In 2018 they helped create
Future Fonts, a platform for licensing
in-progress typefaces. Scribble Tone
runs Trail Type, an online collection
of type found in the wilderness. They
have also designed a number of typefaces, most notably FF Chartwell.
Patrick Gosnell
Patrick Gosnell, Associate Professor
at Austin Peay State University, is a
design educator who prides himself
on being able to spot improper usage
of an em dash from fifty yards away.
He has taught courses in typography,
editorial design, branding, and the
history of graphic design since 2013.
Patrick is a card-carrying member of
the Society of Typographic Aficionados, SECAC, and AIGA. He holds a BFA in photography
from the University of Georgia and an MFA in design
from Texas State University. Graphis and the University
& College Designers Association (UCDA) have recognized Patrick’s work, and he regularly publishes reviews of
design conferences for Slanted magazine. In 2015, he was
published in ATypI’s 365typo vol. 1. He lives in Clarksville,
Tennessee with his wife and two girls.
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Annabelle Gould
Annabelle Gould is an Associate Professor in the Visual Communication
Design program at the University of
Washington, Seattle. Her focus is on
teaching typography as a primary
means of communication and creative expression. Annabelle is also a
practicing designer specializing in
editorial design and typography. Her
client list includes Chronicle Books,
the University of Washington, the Traver Gallery, University of Washington Press, Marquand Books, and ARCADE
Magazine. Annabelle received a BGD in Graphic Design
from North Carolina State University and an MFA from
Cranbrook Academy of Art. Her work has been recognized
in the AIGA 50 Books/50 Covers show and by the Type
Director’s Club, the Society of Publication Designers, the
University & College Designers Association and Print
Magazine.
Allan Haley
Allan Haley is a consulting typographer and storyteller with expertise
in fonts, font technology, type and
typographic communication. He held
the position of director of words and
letters at Monotype for fifteen years
and has six books and hundreds of
articles to his credit. He is a past
president of the Type Directors Club
and was executive vice president of
International Typeface Corporation.
Karel Haloun
Graphic designer, publicist, pedagogue and curator.
He mainly does graphic design
for music records and posters, but
also works on music books. To date,
he designed over 500 CD and LP
covers, and about as many posters, for instance for the first ever
Rolling Stones gig in Prague in 1990
(approved by the band’s management but rejected by the tour sponsor, the Anheuser-Busch brewery). He’s the recipient of many awards, not
least the Czech Grand Design award, and since 2006 a
member of the Czech Rock Hall of Fame.
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Cassie Hester
Cassie Hester is interested in the
manipulation of type and message.
You can usually find her painstakingly making—and then methodically
breaking—physical type. Hester
received her BFA in Graphic Design
from the University of Georgia and
her MFA in Design/Visual Communications from Virginia Commonwealth
University. She frequently presents
her typographic explorations at international exhibitions
and conferences. Currently, Hester is a freelance designer
and an Assistant Professor of Graphic Design at Mississippi State University.
Jessica Hische
Jessica Hische is a lettering artist and
author living in Oakland, California.
She’s had the pleasure of working for
some pretty crazy clients over the
years (like Wes Anderson, Starbucks,
Fender Guitars, and the US Postal
Service), and spends a little too much
time “procrastiworking” on personal
projects. She and her work have been
featured in numerous design, illustration, type, and web publications, including Communication Arts, Print Magazine, Novum, Graphis, and Eye
Magazine. She was named a Forbes 30 under 30, a Print
“New Visual Artist”, an ADC Young Gun, and in 2018 was
listed as one of Adweek’s “Creative 100”. Her first children’s book, Tomorrow I’ll be Brave, will be published in
October 2018 through Penguin Workshop.
Randall Ann Homan
Local neon historians Al Barna and
Randall Ann Homan are the authors/
photographers of San Francisco
Neon: Survivors and Lost Icons (Giant
Orange Press, 2014). This book is the
result of five years of documenting
San Francisco’s 200+ legacy neon
signs, including histories, condition,
and locations. Al and Randall continue
historic research on individual signs/
small businesses and promote awareness for the Bay
Area’s unique collection of historic neon signs via tours,
talks, exhibits, and consultations. Al and Randall are the
founders and producers of the Neon Speaks Festival &
Symposium.
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Lauren Hom
Lauren Hom is the designer and
letterer behind Hom Sweet Hom.
Known for her bright color palettes
and playful letterforms, Lauren has
created work for clients like Starbucks, Google, AT&T, YouTube, and
Time Magazine.
Her work has been recognized by
Communication Arts, the Art Directors Club, the Type Directors Club,
the One Club, and the Webby Awards.
When she’s not working, she’s still kind of working — creating popular passion projects like Daily Dishonesty and
Flour Crowns. Lauren’s motto is, and will always be, “Work
hard, snack often.”
Paul D. Hunt
Paul D. Hunt began their type career
digitizing and extending typefaces
for P22 Type Foundry in 2004. Paul
continued their type journey at the
University of Reading, UK, receiving a Masters degree with the
distinction of Merit in 2008. Paul
joined Adobe in 2009 as a typeface
designer and font developer.
At Adobe, Paul has led the development of type families for India’s top 10 languages and
designed Adobe’s first open source families: Source Sans
and Source Code. Paul is an Adobe representative to the
Unicode consortium and participates on its Emoji Subcommittee, advocating for better gender representation
within emoji.
Richard Kegler
Richard Kegler is the founder of P22
Type Foundry and is currently the
Director the Wells College Book Arts
Center in Aurora, NY. As founder of
the Western New York Book Arts
Center in Buffalo NY, Mr. Kegler
combined an interest in traditional
crafts along with an entrepreneurial
background to help create a self-sustaining community organization. His
latest project: P22 Analog focuses on pre-digital printing
and typography.
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Michael Kelly
Michael Kelly is a designer, educator and occasional author. He is an
Adjunct Professor with CCE and
Co-Creative Director of Design Corps
at his alma mater, Pratt Institute.
As sole proprietor of Michael Kelly
Designs and in collaboration with
other firms, he does work for small
non-profits and large corporations.
Travis Kochel
Travis is a partner at Scribble Tone, a
Portland based studio that specializes
in the design of typefaces, interfaces,
and brands. In 2018 they helped create
Future Fonts, a platform for licensing
in-progress typefaces. Scribble Tone
runs Trail Type, an online collection
of type found in the wilderness. They
have also designed a number of typefaces, most notably FF Chartwell.
Gloria Kondrup
Gloria Kondrup spans both fields of
art and design. As a design consultant she has helped evolve extensive
branding, identity, and packaging
systems. As a full-time professor at
ArtCenter College of Design, she has
been a dedicated design educator
for over two decades. As Director of
Archetype Press, ArtCenter’s unique
and vibrant letterpress studio, she
redefines the value of typography and analog technology in the digital landscape. Her fine art print and books
are in private and public collections including AIGA, The
Getty, and the Sackner Archive of Concrete and Visual
Poetry. Gloria Kondrup received her bachelor’s degree in
fine art and her master’s degree in design. She is currently
the Executive Director of the Hoffmitz Milken Center
for Typography.
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Irina Koryagina
Irina Koryagina is a young New York
based designer, born and raised in
Siberia. She works in the fields of
graphic, exhibition, wayfinding, environmental, book, typeface, and identity design. Currently a lead designer
at C&G Partners, Irina builds and
implements visual systems for
museums and other educational
and cultural institutions by day, and
experiments with type and lettering by night.
She was previously a designer at Pentagram, for partner
Paula Scher, and at wayfinding consultancy City ID before
that. Irina holds MFA in Graphic Design from Novosibirsk
Academy of Architecture and Fine Arts, and completed a
summer residency in type design at the School of Visual
Arts in New York.
She’s been lucky to work with the likes of Foster + Partners, SOM, Citibank, The New School, The New York Yankees, The New York Times Book Review, New York State
Parks, Washington University in St. Louis, SHoP Architects, Moscow Department of Transportation, and others.
She has lectured, held workshops, and delivered remarks
extensively at Russian universities, private companies,
and a wine bar. She also wrote a preface for a book called
Exhibition Art: Graphics and Space Design, and took home
a SEGD Merit Award, a Sign Design Award and some other
ones.
Taekyeom Lee
Taekyeom is an interdisciplinary
artist, though he prefers to introduce himself as a designer using
artist materials and sensibility. He
is currently an Assistant Professor
of Graphic Design at Appalachian
State University in Boone, NC. He
received an MFA degree in Graphic
Design from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign. He has made
three-dimensional type as a series of typographic explorations to strive, challenge and seek a new way to create
tangible type in three-dimensional space. As a part of the
research, he built a self-build 3D printer and designed his
own paste extruders to produce intricate 3D ceramic type
and objects. His research has drawn interest nationally
and internationally. His interests in graphic design are not
solely focused on unconventional typography but also
explore a diverse area of interests and experience.
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Briar Levit
Briar Levit is an Assistant Professor at
Portland State University, and graduate of Central St. Martins College of
Art & Design. Originally from the California Bay Area, her graphic design
practice consists primarily of page
design, with a special interest in independent magazine publishing, small
presses, and walking guides (which
she has self published). Most recently,
she embarked on her biggest project to-date—directing
and producing the feature-length film, Graphic Means: A
History of Graphic Design Production.
Grendl Löfkvist
Grendl Löfkvist is a core instructor
at Cooper Union’s west coast division, Type@Cooper West, where
she teaches Type History and Theory. She is also an instructor in the
Visual Media Design Department at
City College of San Francisco, where
she teaches courses in the History
of Graphic Design, Book Arts, Calligraphy, Basic Typography, and
Letterpress Printing. Additionally, she offers a variety
of workshops at the San Francisco Center for the Book,
including Blackletter and Uncial Calligraphy.
She is a past President of the American Printing History
Association’s Northern California Chapter, and she currently serves on its Board of Directors. She was an offset
press operator for 13 years at the politically progressive
Inkworks Press Collective in Berkeley. Her interests
include the study of printing as a subversive “Black Art,”
and she is always on the lookout for bizarre, unusual, or
macabre print, type, and lettering lore (she is a bit of a
goth).
Katherine Malmsten
I integrate hand lettering into design,
and work with other designers doing
the lettering only. My work has been
published internationally and I have
taught classes and workshops on local
and national levels, including at several international conferences. I have
particular interest in new and experimental tools, using them to create
letterforms that have visual texture.
Contemporary interpretations of traditional forms, using
text in its visual and verbal aspects (how it looks as well as
what it says), and mixing elements all find their way into
my work.
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Jess McCarty
Jess McCarty is a professional lettering artist and font developer based
in Southern Illinois. In 2010, after
a decade of serving Fortune 500
clients in corporate communications,
she launched Magpie Paper Works,
a boutique foundry specializing in
hand-drawn fonts. Her typefaces
adorn a range of global campaigns
& products for both multi-national
brands as well as independent artisans.
As part of her efforts to elevate calligraphy scripts in
the marketplace, she recently co-founded Rare Bird Font
Foundry, where she transforms select artists’ calligraphy
into premium OpenType fonts. Rare Bird is committed
to increasing the visibility and participation of women
in type design; the foundry features the work of female
artists and is owned entirely by women.
Erin McLaughlin
Erin McLaughlin is a typeface
designer and consultant specializing
in South Asian writing systems. She
has developed custom Indic fonts for
Adobe, Google, and IBM, as well as
independent type foundries like Bold
Monday, Lineto, and Type Together.
Previously, she worked at Hoefler &
Frere-Jones, after graduating from
the MATD program at the University of Reading, UK. She was recipient of the 2011 SOTA
Catalyst Award and now serves as a SOTA board member.
Soon, she will launch a new foundry for Indic script fonts,
Fontwala.
Frida Medrano
Frida Medrano studied graphic
design at Universidad de Monterrey in México. Her journey in type
design began with a school assignment that produced “Kalnia”, her
first typeface. When variable fonts
emerged, in order to explore the
technical part of the process, she
designed “Jabin” a variable font with
two axes that control the weight and
swash of the blackletter. With this project, she participated in Tipografía México 2017, a type design conference
that analyzed the variable font format.
She worked as branding designer in Anagrama making
custom logotypes, and with a web design background, her
main goal is to combine technology with typography to
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explore different design perspectives for branding and
web. She currently collaborates with TypeMade, works
as a digital designer, tries to finish her own type design
projects and in her free time, she likes to read and watch a
lot of movies and series.
Lauren Meranda
Lauren Meranda is a multi-disciplinary
designer specializing in projects for
cultural institutions, social activism,
civic engagement, and public memory
through experimental media, collaborative storytelling, and interactive
design for physical spaces. As a
designer and producer of visual culture, Lauren strives to find means by
which to let public memory emerge
from the stories of the people it is bound to define. A
single story does not have to be the only one we tell. The
projects and exhibits she works on seek to utilize typography to empower the individual to participate in the
storytelling process and expand public memory to include
previously unheard voices. Lauren’s research and teaching
output has been presented at AIGA Design Educators
Conferences in 2014 and 2016 and TypeCon in 2016. Her
work has been displayed at the Jane Addams Hull-House
Museum, in the Chicago Design Archive, Typeforce,
Chicago Design Museum, Reykjavik Art Museum, Hyde
Park Arts Center, and National Public Housing Museum.
In addition to her professional practice, Lauren teaches
courses on thesis development, digital media, web design,
design theory and typography at Judson University. Lauren also serves as education chair for AIGA Chicago, working with AIGA Student Groups and building a partnership
with AIGA + Chicago Public Schools. Lauren received her
MDes from the University of Illinois at Chicago in 2013
and BFA in Visual Communication from Northern Illinois
University in 2009.
Aoife Mooney
Aoife Mooney is an Assistant Professor in the School of Visual Communication Design at Kent State
University, where she teaches classes
in Typography, Graphic Design,
Identity and Typeface Design. She
is a practicing typeface designer
and holds an MA in Typeface Design
from the University of Reading. Her
research interests are aligned and
centered around the practice and theory of this field,
including the broader cultural contexts and implications
of typeface design and its relationship to other design
fields. Her most recent research focuses on the relationship between type design and language, and the role of
modularity in the design and construction of typefaces.
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Bill Moran
Bill Moran is Artistic Director of
Hamilton Wood Type & Printing
Museum in Two Rivers, Wisconsin.
He also teaches typography and
printing history at the University
of Minnesota. Together with his
brother Jim, Museum director, they
are third generation letterpress
printers, presiding over the largest
collection of printing equipment and
wood type in the U.S.
Jim Moran
Jim Moran has been the director of
the Hamilton Wood Type & Printing
Museum since early 2009. He has
over 40 years experience as a printer,
mostly in the family shop beginning as an apprentice to becoming
owner of Moran’s Quality Print Shop.
He currently oversees all museum
operations, archives the collection,
teaches workshops and lectures
on Hamilton history at conferences and colleges across
the country.
Gemma O’Brien
O’Brien is an Australian artist specializing in lettering, illustration,
and typography. Her expressive
calligraphy and detailed designs
can be seen in advertising campaigns, editorial publications, and
large-scale murals around the world.
She has collaborated with numerous global brands and publications
including Apple, Adobe, and The
New York Times. Beyond her commercial work, she is a
regular speaker at international conferences and also
hosts lettering workshops at design schools, agencies,
and events. A number of her projects have received the
Award of Typographic Excellence from the New York Type
Directors Club, in 2015 she was recognized as an ADC
Young Gun, and in 2016 named one of Print Magazine’s
New Visual Artists: 15 under 30.
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Cora Pearl
Cora Pearl started studying calligraphy at age 11 and has been doing calligraphy and hand lettering ever since.
She has a BA in Art and Art History
from Oberlin College and works as a
full-time calligrapher and teacher of
lettering arts. She teaches Calligraphy
and Hand Lettering at Portland Community College and teaches independent workshops, classes and private
sessions. She has taught at several calligraphy conferences including Letters of Joy, IAMPETH, Letterfest, The
International Calligraphy Conference, and Letters California Style. Cora also does calligraphy commissions. She
received a grant from the Regional Arts & Culture Council
to study with calligraphy master, Sheila Waters, in the fall
of 2015. Cora is passionate about teaching and values a
holistic approach to learning based on building trust and
safety in the classroom environment.
Mary Catherine Pflug
Mary Catherine Pflug is passionate
about the type designers who make
fonts and the graphic designers who
use them. As the MyFonts Foundry
Manager at Monotype, she leads
the foundry team, manages 2,500+
foundry partners, and heads the Font
Purchasing Habits Survey initiative.
This is her fourth year as a board
member of the Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA) and currently serves as the
treasurer and volunteer coordinator at TypeCon.
Thomas Phinney
Thomas Phinney is CEO of FontLab,
the font software tools company.
Previously he had strategic product
management roles at Adobe and
Extensis. In the 2000s, Thomas was
instrumental in driving the adoption
of OpenType, both within Adobe and
in the marketplace. He developed
character set standards for Adobe,
and designed Latin/Greek/Cyrillic
typefaces Hypatia Sans and Cristoforo.
Thomas has four patents and a medal. He also has an MS
in printing/typography from RIT — where he did his thesis
on technical challenges in Multiple Master font technology — and an MBA from UC Berkeley. Thomas has been on
the board of ATypI since 2004.
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Jill Pichotta
Jill Pichotta began working for Font
Bureau as an apprentice with David
Berlow in 1991, honing her skills on
projects for Rolling Stone, Esquire,
Condé Nast Traveller, The New York
Times, Apple Computer, and other
notable brands. She has managed
the production of retail releases
for independent designers since
1993, and has contributed several
of her own typefaces to Font Bureau’s diverse library.
Over the years, she has divided her time between various
retail, custom, and OEM projects. In conjunction with its
mid-2016 launch, Jill Pichotta took on the role of Principal Product Manager for Type Network, overseeing type
development and quality for the company’s global alliance
of foundry partners.
Jean François Porchez
Founder of Typofonderie and
ZeCraft, Jean François Porchez
(1964) is one of the pioneers of
digital typography. Transmitter of
knowledge and discoverer of talents,
teamwork is at the heart of his concerns. He launched TypeParis in 2015.
He worked as a type director at
Dragon Rouge, then at Le Monde.
He was President of the ATypI from
2004–2007. He is board member of the Club des Directeurs Artistiques, a member of the TDC, and the typographic design master programme director at ECV, Paris.
He was awarded the Prix Charles Peignot in 1998 and
numerous prizes for his typefaces. Introduced to French
Who’s Who in 2009. In 2014, Perrousseaux publishes his
monograph. Knight in the order of Arts and Letters in
2015. The President of France, Emmanuel Macron, uses his
typefaces for his communication since 2017.
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Amy Redmond
Amy Redmond began letterpress
printing in 1998 when her job as a
book designer became a quest to
learn the finer points of typography.
Her multi-year apprenticeship with
Chris Stern and Jules Faye (Stern &
Faye, Printers) cultivated a high bar of
craftsmanship and a shared love for
traditional and experimental use of
letterforms.
Following Chris’ death in 2006, Amy spent several years
assisting Jules with inventory. Upon becoming the custodian of some of their equipment (including 2 presses and
several type cabinets) her print studio grew to its current
form, Amada Press. With one foot planted in analog and
the other in digital, she’s struck a satisfying creative balance of ink and pixels. Amy is a self-employed Art Director and teaches letterpress at Seattle’s School of Visual
Concepts.
Meir Sadan
Meir Sadan is a designer of books,
type, interfaces and websites. He
spends his days pulling Béziers, pushing pixels and writing code to make
beautiful things on- and offline. He
also teaches typography and code-related courses at the Bezalel Academy
of Art & Design, Jerusalem; at Minshar
School of Art, and at Tel Aviv University.
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer
Rainer Erich (Eric) Scheichelbauer was
born in Vienna and studied photography, philosophy, and Dutch. Today, he
creates and produces typefaces, gives
type design workshops, translates
Dutch books on typography into German, and writes articles and Python
scripts. He joined the Glyphs team in
2012, and has been writing tutorials
and the handbook ever since.
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Zachary Scheuren
Zachary Scheuren studied film
production and foreign languages at
the University of Colorado, Boulder
and then moved to Los Angeles to
work as an editor in the film industry.
After years of editing and animating
film title sequences he quit the film
industry to attend the MA Typeface
Design program at the University
of Reading. There he focused on the
Khmer script, designing a Khmer typeface and writing a
dissertation on the history of print in Cambodia. The next
five years were spent as a software engineer in London
and Tokyo with type design in his spare time. He currently
works at Monotype as a Script Specialist, designing and
engineering typefaces for various world scripts.
Georg Seifert
Bauhaus University graduate Georg
Seifert (b. 1978 in Halle an der Saale,
Germany) is a type designer and a
software developer. His typeface
families Graublau Sans and Graublau
Slab have become international
bestsellers. He co-developed the
typeface for the new Berlin Airport.
He is most well known, however, for
the font editor Glyphs, first released
in 2011. Seifert lives and works in Berlin.
Sang-Duck Seo
Dr. Sang-Duck Seo is an Associate Professor teaching Graphic
Design & Media at University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) with
prior working experiences in major
companies such as Samsung and
GM Daewoo where he expanded
his design research and practicum.
He also conducted many national
projects for the Korean Mint as
one of 200 security designers around the world. The new
currency — The Korean Banknote Design — was unveiled
in 2007. His teaching enhances students’ learning with
critical thinking process, design research and methods in
problem-solving. From his successful teaching outcomes,
he was awarded the “Lincy Professorship” (2012), “UNLV
Foundation Distinguished Teaching Award” (2014), and
“Alex G. and Faye Spanos Distinguished Teaching Award”
(2017) for his academic accomplishments.
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Reneé Seward
Reneé Seward is an Associate Professor and Program Director of the
Communication Design program at
the University of Cincinnati’s College
of Design, Architecture, Art & Planning. She has been teaching typography, exhibition design, and graphic
design in the Communication Design
program for the last ten years. Her
research focuses on the development
of digital and physical multi-sensory tools that seek to
address literacy problems. Currently she is starting a
company for See Word Reading®, a multi-sensory tool
that uses dynamic letterforms to teach early reading principles through a suite of digital iPad applications. Renee
is a 2015 Cincy Innovates winner for See Word Reading®.
Recently she has been awarded $100,000 of Ohio Third
Frontier funding to help with the commercialization of
this tool. Additionally, she and her research team member
Dr. Beth O’Brien were awarded a $300,000 grant from the
National Institute of Education for a two year test of the
tool.
Paul Shaw
Paul Shaw teaches calligraphy and
typography at Parsons School of
Design; and history of graphic design
and history of type at the School of
Visual Arts. He has been a calligrapher for over 40 years, specializing
in commercial work including script
work for Campbell Soup, Avon, Clairol
and Lord & Taylor. He is the author of
A Black Letter Primer (1981), Letterforms (1986), The Calligraphic Tradition in Blackletter
Type (2001), and Helvetica and the New York City Subway
System (2009). In 2012 Shaw was appointed editor in chief
of Codex magazine.
He is currently working on several projects, including a
critical biography of W.A. Dwiggins, a book on script typefaces, and a book about lettering in New York City.
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Radek Sidun
The Studio of Type Design and
Typography belongs to the traditional schools at the Department
of Graphic Arts at UMPRUM Academy in Prague from its very origins
up until the current times. Tomáš
Brousil, Radek Sidun, and Karel
Haloun are its current instructors.
Students focus on the type design
and also on the whole spectrum
of graphic design. The major emphasis is put on the
amalgamation of new and classical media and the use of
school’s graphic workshops, which belong to the cornerstones necessary to comprehend our profession.
Kris Sowersby
The Klim Type Foundry (Klim) was
founded in 2005 by type designer
Kris Sowersby. Klim sells its typefaces directly through klim.co.nz and
is based in Wellington, New Zealand.
Since releasing his first retail
typeface, Feijoa, in 2007, Kris has
received numerous awards and
accolades, including: a Certificate of
Excellence from the New York Type
Directors Club for his second typeface, National, in 2008;
being named an ADC Young Gun in 2010; being accepted
as a member of the prestigious Alliance Graphique
Internationale (the second New Zealander to do so) in
2013; and receiving the John Britten Black Pin in 2015, the
highest award given by the Designers Institute of New
Zealand.
His typefaces combine historical knowledge with rigorous
contemporary workmanship, and are used internationally
in analogue and digital media.
Perrin Stamatis
Perrin Stamatis is a designer, educator, musician, and writer. As founder
and principal of Scratchboard
Designs, his professional career
spans over 20 years of print, motionbased, and interactive design for
a wide variety of clients. Stamatis
completed his MFA in Graphic
Design at the University of Illinois at
Chicago and continued his studies at
the HGK Basel, Switzerland. Stamatis has taught at over
ten design schools and has led three design departments
as director of undergraduate and graduate studies. He is
currently a full-time professor at Northern Illinois University.
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Michael Stinson
Michael is a typography lecturer at
Laguna College of Art + Design, lead
instructor at TypeEd, and Creative
Director at Ramp Creative. Over
the course of 20 years in the field
of design, his work for brands such
as Quiksilver, Wet Seal, Agostoni
Chocolate, CWS Capital Partners,
and others has been recognized by
numerous publications and industry
organizations, including Communication Arts, Mohawk
Paper Show, TDC, BlackBook, Graphis, and The One Show.
Conversely, he has served on the juries for Communication Arts, Graphis Annual Reports, the One Show Design
Competition, and the One Show Young Ones College
Competition.
Nina Stössinger
Nina Stössinger, type-obsessed
designer and overall curious person.
Originally from Basel in Switzerland,
she is now a Senior Typeface Designer
at Frere-Jones Type in Brooklyn, and
teaches type design at Yale School
of Art.
Nina’s published typefaces include
Conductor (with Tobias Frere-Jones),
Nordvest, and FF Ernestine. She
serves on the board of the Type Directors Club, and has
spoken at numerous international events and conferences.
Lila Symons
Lila Symons is a multidisciplinary
typeface designer and lettering artist
who specializes in the design and
engineering of fonts for consumer
goods and lifestyle brands. She
works as a Font Developer for Hallmark Cards in Kansas City, Missouri
where she creates proprietary typefaces based on handwriting, calligraphy, and lettering.
Prior to joining Hallmark Cards in 2013, she spent 7 years
working in New York City and New Jersey as a Graphic
Designer and Lettering Artist. Past clients include Princeton University, L’Oréal, Tattly, Coach, Condé Nast Digital,
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, and Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia.
She has a BFA in Graphic Design from Savannah College
of Art and Design, and is a graduate of Type@Cooper
Extended in New York City.
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Oswin Tickler
Oswin Tickler is a designer and
educator based in London. He runs
design studio Smallfury, whose output is primarily focused on editorial
design. Oswin is an Associate Lecturer on the BA Magazine Journalism
and Publishing course at London College of Communication, and Graphic
Communication Design at Central
Saint Martins (both University of the
Arts London). He is also involved in a number of design/
education projects across the University. Oswin has spent
time working in both Australia and the US (teaching in
Portland at Portland State University). He started out his
career working on the 2005 General Election campaign
for the Labour Party, before going on to head the department, and ultimately going freelance.
Sergio Trujillo
Sergio Trujillo is a Mexican multidisciplinary designer. He has a
bachelor’s degree in Information
Design from the Universidad de las
Américas Puebla, a master’s degree
in Graphic Branding and Identity
from the London College of Communication, and a master’s degree in
Typeface Design from the University
of Reading. He currently works as an
independent typeface designer and as a full time typography professor at the Universidad de Monterrey.
Underware
Zealotry wouldn’t be an inappropriate collective noun for Underware.
They not only design typefaces, they
live type — they educate about type,
they publish about type, they talk
about type, they want (and organise)
others to talk about type.
Underware is Akiem Helmling, Bas
Jacobs, and Sami Kortemäki.
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Ming Wei
Ming Wei is the product director
at FounderType and a member of
the Chinese Artists Association.
She graduated from China Central
Academy of Fine Arts，and received
her MA degree from Central Saint
Martins. After returning to China from
her studies abroad, she started at
FounderType, specializing in product
and user research. The Sichuan Art
Museum contains one of her posters in its collection.
Ming Wei is the Associate Director at Font Product
Division of Beijing Founder Electronics Co., Ltd and
member of the Chinese Artists Association. Ming graduated from the Department of Visual Communication
and Design, Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing. Her
works have been since collected by Sichuan Art Museum.
She designed the Beijing Olympic subway visual information, used in the Olympic Extension Line during the
2008 Beijing Olympic Games. It won her the first prize
at the National Art Exhibition. She received MA degree
in Communication Design from Central Saint Martins,
University of the Arts London. During her study in the UK
from 2010 to 2012, Ming organized a series of exhibitions
and participated in many TED activities. After returning to China, she joined FounderType and now work on
font product research and project management. She is
committed to promotion and exchanges of Chinese and
English font products.
Craig Welsh
Craig Welsh has received recognition
for typography design from Type
Directors Club, One Show, Cannes
Lions, Communication Arts, D&AD,
etc. He has had work exhibited in
more than fifteen countries and has
been a featured speaker at Cooper
Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum.
His research and revival design
of the Lustig Elements font was
pantograph cut as wood type at Hamilton Wood Type
& Printing Museum.
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Kate Widdows
Kate Widdows is a letterer, graphic
designer, neon GIF artist, and neon
sign designer. She has designed
typefaces for Nike, record covers for
Drag City and Sublime Frequencies,
and neon signs for bars, art shows,
and light festivals. She has made
neon GIFs for the Huffington Post,
Selena Gomez, and the Comic Strips
TV pilot, and her GIFs have been
exhibited internationally at design festivals, art galleries, and parties. Kate is assistant producer of the Neon
Speaks Festival & Symposium in San Francisco, and lives
and works in Portland, Oregon.
Matthew Wyne
After falling in love with typography,
then cocktails, Matthew Wyne has
created a career built on the intersection of these two art forms. He
studied type design at the Cooper
Union under Jean François Porchez
and Sumner Stone, then undertook a three year research project
to learn how cocktails have been
represented typographically since
their birth in the late 1600s. His blog, Letters & Liquor,
explores the drinks that changed the way we define the
term “cocktail” and each one is lettered in period-inspired
fashion. He lives in San Francisco where he draws, writes,
shakes and stirs on a daily (or nightly) basis.
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Qiu Yin
Qiu Yin is the Design Director at
FounderType, a member of the Chinese Designer Salon (CDS) and the
Shenzhen Graphic Design Association
(SGDA). Yin is also the designer of
2010 Guangzhou Asian Games logotype and recipient of several awards,
including the Grand Prize at Chinese
Pen Calligraphy Competition (1985),
first prize at the First International
Pen Calligraphy Contest (1988), and the China Design
Red Star Award (2015).
Lynne Yun
Lynne Yun is a NYC-based Type
Designer with a passion for all letter
arts in the world. A Type Designer,
Calligrapher, and Lettering Artist, she
is an alumni of the School of Visual
Arts and the Type@Cooper Extended
program. She currently works
for Monotype as a full-time Type
Designer.
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Fontspring
Frere-Jones Type
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DJR
XYZ Type
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klim.co.nz

Blanchette

VOX POP LONDON–
Typographic Voices:
Empowerment
/ Mike Abbink
/ Paul Barnes
/ Nadine Chahine
11 October 2018 – St Bride Foundation

Info and tickets:
http://voxpop-hmctartcenter.org

About SOTA
SOTA Mission
The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA) is an
international not-for-profit organization dedicated to
the promotion, study, and support of type, its history
and development, its use in the world of print and digital
imagery, its designers, and its admirers.

SOTA Charter
The Society of Typographic Aficionados exists for the
affordable education of its members and participants; to
further the development of type, typographical information and typography; and to appreciate on multiple levels
the attributes of type, typography, design, the book arts,
and calligraphy.
Furthermore, SOTA is committed to sponsoring relevant
topics in pursuit of these goals through an annual conference (TypeCon), held in a different host city each year.

Executive Officers
Neil Summerour, Chair
Sharon Oiga, Vice Chair
Delve Withrington, Secretary
Mary Catherine Pflug, Treasurer

Members of the Board
Theresa Dela Cruz
Grant Hutchinson
Xerxes Irani
Frank J. Martinez
Erin McLaughlin

Ex Officio
Matthew Carter
James Grieshaber
Allan Haley
Richard Kegler
David Pankow
Professor Hermann Zapf
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Theresa Dela Cruz is a font licensing expert
with a background in visual communications, music, and ethnic studies. She
started her typographic career with
FontShop in 2007 as part of their Sales and
Support team. She is known for supporting
the typographic community, championing
type designers, saying “no”, and for her love
of coffee. She currently works at Monotype on their Enterprise
Solutions team and creates content for TypeCon.
Grant Hutchinson photographs suburbia,
noodles code, accumulates gadgets, and
sweats the details in Calgary, Alberta. He
enjoys black coffee, low-bit electropop,
geometric shapes, single malt whisky,
juggling, and the smell of a freshly tarred
roof. A shelf in his office sports a Diploma in
Visual Arts from the Alberta College of Art
& Design and an Emmy Award for his technical work during the
1988 Winter Olympics. He is currently a partner at Butter Label
and the head glyph monkey at Typostrophe.
Xerxes Irani is a third-generation creative
professional. His career covers time as a
Creative Director, a Professor at the Alberta
College of Art & Design (ACAD), and the
founding partner of two successful design
studios. Previously, he was creative director
for Bill Gates’ media licensing companies,
Corbis and Veer, leading an international
network of creative teams which produced marketing and
advertising assets for four global brands. His current role is
principal designer of the Amazon home page. This husband of
one, father of two also finds time to pursue personal projects,
including designing seven stamps and one coin for Canada Post.
He also specializes in brand positioning projects for high profile
estates, such as Muhammad Ali, Martin Luther King, Jr., Albert
Einstein, and Alfred Hitchcock.
Frank J. Martinez is founder of The
Martinez Group PLLC, a Brooklyn-based law
firm specializing in intellectual property
protection. A former designer and Design
Patent Examiner, Martinez earned a BFA in
Fine Art from Pratt Institute in New York
and served as Production Director for
Landor Associates prior to attending law
school. Having worked closely with design professionals for many
years in both design and legal capacities, Martinez understands
firsthand the business and intellectual property issues faced by
designers.
Erin McLaughlin is a typeface designer
and consultant specializing in South Asian
writing systems. She has developed custom
Indic fonts for Adobe, Google, and IBM, as
well as independent type foundries like
Bold Monday, Lineto, and Type Together.
Previously, she worked at Hoefler & FrereJones, after graduating from the MATD program at the University of Reading, UK. She was recipient of the
2011 SOTA Catalyst Award and now serves as a board member.
Soon, she will launch a new foundry for Indic script fonts, Fontwala.
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Sharon Oiga holds two BFAs (Graphic
Design & Photography) from the UIC
School of Design and an MFA (Graphic
Design) from Yale University. At multidisciplinary design firms, including Studio/lab
Chicago, she specialized in the areas of
identity, branding, publication design,
product development and packaging with
collaborators in the science, health, education, arts, and business
sectors. She is currently an Associate Professor at UIC. Her work
is consistently recognized and funded, twice by Sappi Ideas That
Matter. As well as serving SOTA, she is a Director of the Chicago
Design Archive and Co-chair of the annual STA Design Weekend.
She is also allergic to cats.
Mary Catherine Pflug is passionate about
the type designers who make fonts and the
graphic designers who use them. She leads
the foundry team at MyFonts, managing
2,500+ foundry partners, and spearheads
the Font Purchasing Habits Survey research
initiative. This is her fourth year as a SOTA
board member and currently serves as the
treasurer and volunteer coordinator. She also sits on the city
council of Bay State Design Shop, a community design organization in the New England area.
Neil Summerour is a Georgia-based type
designer and lettering artist. He’s the
founder of Positype type foundry.
Summerour draws letters, creates typefaces, workshops, talks every once in awhile,
and then repeats the process over again.
He’s won the Type Directors Club Certificate of Typographic Excellence 6 times and
was a 2012 recipient of the People’s Choice Award in the
Morisawa Type Design competition for his Japanese typeface,
Tegaki. His type and lettering work is used by such renowned
brands as Oculus, Facebook, Girl Scouts of America, Victoria’s
Secret, Revlon, PINK, Good Housekeeping, id Software, David
Bowie, BBC, L’Oreal, Panera, Audible, Molson Coors, Colliers
International, and ABC. He currently serves as Chair for the
Society of Typographic Aficionados.
Delve Withrington has been crafting fonts
for 20 years, is a former type designer for
FontShop and Monotype and attended
Savannah College of Art and Design in the
pre-internet era of floppy disks and grunge.
Delve creates bespoke type on commission and often collaborating, releases new
type through his foundry, Delve Fonts. For
SOTA, Delve serves as Secretary, secures sponsors, organizes the
Catalyst Award and the TypeGallery. He enjoys painting, science
fiction, cooking, and a well-timed pun. Delve lives with his family
in Alameda, California.
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